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Local views also split on Commandments issue
By NATHAN
CLINKENBEARD
Staff Writer
With its first rulings on the
Ten Commandments issue since
1980 when it banned them from
public schools, the Supreme
Court handed down a pair of 5-4
decisions Monday further clouding how much fusing of church
and state is constitutionally
allowed.
The justices ruled the framed
copies in two Kentucky courthouses were unconstitutional
because they went too far in
endorsing religion. However, in
a case involving a 6-foot granite
monument on the grounds of the
Texas Capitol, the court decided
it was a legitimate tribute to the
nation's legal and religious history.
The monument is one of 17
historical displays.
Dr. Ann Beck, a political science professor at Murray State
University, said the Supreme
Court's decisions have followed
a pattern for over 40 years.
"The (Kentucky) decision
has been consistent with the
lower courts ruling," Beck said
after the Supreme Court rulings
were announced Monday morning. "The lower courts have
been following a set of procedures since 1960. The procedure
said there needs to be a secular
purpose for religious objects

posted on gm.eminent property.
This case was clear to the lower
courts
that
the
Ten
Commandments were posted as
a religious purpose."
Beck said there needs to be a
line drawn between church and
state because the nation was
founded on the concept that no
one religion would be favored.
"I think in terms of society
with many different religions
and different types of religious
beliefs that neutrality is
absolutely essential for living
together," she said. "No majority
should impose its religious
beliefs on a minority. As we've
seen, the historical consequences have been disastrous."
Christy Harrell, from Murray,
said she believes the decision
could have further ramifications.
"Look at kids today," HareII
said. "They can't be spanked;
nothing can happen to them. I
mean society is going down.
What about 'one nation under
God?' Are they going to take
that away?"
According to an AP-Ipsos
poll taken in late February, 76
percent support the Ten
Commandments displays and 23
percent oppose it.
McCreary and Pulaski counties have been in the fight to
keep the Ten Commandments on
their courthouse walls since
2001 when Judge Jennifer

AP Photo

The Rev. Rob Schenck, president of Faith and Action, center, leads colleagues in prayer
at the Supreme Court in Washington, as they await a decision in a case involving the
display of the Ten Commandments in government buildings Monday. He is flanked at
left by Bernie Reese, attorney for Faith and Action and author of two amicus briefs in
support of public Ten Commandments displays, and Peggy Birchfield, right, executive
director of the Religious Freedom Coalition.
Coffman ruled on the side of the display in U.S. District Court.
played the Ten Commandments
American Civil Liberties Union
After the District Court's with historical documents like
and ordered the removal of the decision, the counties then dis- the Bill of Rights and Magna

Carta, but the Cincinnati-based
6th U.S. Circuit Court ot
Appeals reaffirmed the District
Court's decision to remove the
document.
The justices voting to remove
the display in Kentucky said
some
displays should
be allowed
only if portrayed in a
neutral manner honoring
the nation's
legal history.
Murray
resident
Menser
Silas Menser
believes the display is fine in the
courthouses because of what it
means to society.
"I
think
(the
Ten
Commandments) should be
there," he
said.
"They're
moral, and
they're
guidelines
for a better
society."
Another
Murray resident, C.W.
Jones
Jones,
agreed with Menser. "The Ten
Commandments should be

I
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Marine's talk hinges on
love of God and country
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Marine First Lt. Patrick
Cleburne "Clebe" McClary
loves
the
Mari n e
Corps and
loves
his
country. But
all
above
he
else,
loves
his
Lord and is
coming to
McClary
Murray's
First Baptist
Church on Wednesday to talk

about that love.
McClary, 63, a Vietnam veteran and now a motivational
speaker that travels across the
nation inspiring Americans to
have faith in God and their
country, said this morning that
he is looking forward to visiting
Murray for the first time and
greeting supporters.
"I'm just going to share my
story about what happened on
that hill in Vietnam. It's a God
thing,"
and
country-type
McClary said this morning from
his motel room in Cookeville,
Tenn. "I speak in Marine uni-

form and share my message of
faith and patriotism."
McClary will be keynote
speaker during a luncheon at
Murray's First Baptist Church's
Fellowship Hall on Wednesday.

II See Page 3A

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times photo

West Kentucky Community and Technical College President Barbara Veazey, center,
signs an agreement forming a partnership with the school's practical nursing program
In Murray and Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Hospital CEO Jon O'Shaughnessy,
right, and Kay Turner, executive director of Paducah Junior College Inc., the foundation
that supports WKCTC, also signed the document during the announcement Monday
afternoon.

MCCH, WKCTC partnership
aides local nursing program

On The
Road
Again

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A partnership between the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital and West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College will maintain a local
nursing program that was threatened because of lack of funding
and space.
Jon
CEO
Hospital
O'Shaughnessy and WKCTC
President Barbara Veazey jointly
announced the partnership
Monday afternoon. MCCH
pledged $100,927 during the
next five years to support the
Murray-based practical nursing
program: The donation is part of
the college's Fulfilling the
Promise Campaign, which has
now topped $1 million, including $572,000 specifically for
allied health initiatives.

NATHAN
CLINKENBEARD
/Ledger & Times photo

Todd Buck lends a
hand to Emma
Grace Nelson as
she makes a pennant In crafts at
Bible
Vacation
School hosted by
Elm Grove Baptist
The
Church.
theme this year is
the Ramblin Road
Trip as the children "traveled" to
Chicago Monday
night.

Kentucky Lottery

About two dozen representa- well as local state legislators
tives from the hospital, college Rep. Melvin Henley and Sen.
and the Paducah Junior College Ken Winters in approaching the
Inc., the foundation that sup- hospital about financially supports WKCTC, gathered for the porting the college.
"If not for Sandra's attention
announcement Monday at the
to these details, we might have
hospital's board room.
program,"
the
"Basically what this is. is a lost
true partnership between the O'Shaughnessy said, adding he
community," wasn't aware of the program
and
college
until it was threatened. "It's sad
Veazey said.
The contribution was initiat- to not recognize what you had
ed when MCCH Board of until you almost lose it."
In April. Board of Trustees
Trustee member Sandra Parks,
who also is a retired educator. chair Jack Rose brought up to
learned the program would no board members the idea of helplonger be housed at the Murray- ing the college's practical nursArea ing program. which puts trained
County
Calloway
Technology Center at Murray nurses into the community.
High's campus. Parks joined "When Dr. Rose brought his to
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing the board, it was about a fiveand Calloway County Judge- minute discussion and received
Executive Larry Elkins, who
both also serve on the board, as
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'Hit list' is released; appears
to target Democrats, holdovers
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — The man whose
delivery of documents to the attorney general's
office started the investigation of personnel practices in Gov. Ernie Fletcher's administration was
targeted for a transfer, according to a "hit list"
unsealed by a court on Monday.
Doug Doerting, who was in the Transportation
Cabinet's Office of Personnel Management, was
the target of some complaints from constituents,
"antagonistic, biased; perceived as unfair" and he
was a Democrat, the list explained. Doerting
should be transferred and likely would retire as a
result, it went on.
Doerting, a state employee for nearly 30 years,
did leave state government after he complained to
the Personnel Board and took his evidence of
improper political influence in personnel decisions to Attorney General Greg Stumbo.
Like Doerting, about a third of the 32 names on
the list were covered by the Merit System, the
state equivalent of civil service which requires that
personnel decisions be made on qualifications and
not influenced by political considerations. The
remaining names are of employees in politically
appointed positions.
The April 18 list is a self-titled "Draft of
Preliminary Personnel Actions, Terminations,
Reversions and Reassignments."
Transportation Cabinet officials acknowledged
the list was created by Dan Druen, the commissioner for administrative services and one of three
officials under indictment for Merit System violations. Also indicted were acting Secretary Bill
Nighbert and Deputy Secretary Jim Adams.
A cabinet statement emphasized that there are
no job protelitions for appointees.to political positions. Eight appointees were dismissed and five
were reassigned.
"We must never lose sight of the fact that the
governor has a right to employ political appointees
who will implement his policies," the

Transportation statement said.
Nine Merit System workers on the list are all in
their old jobs, while another was transferred.
One other Merit System worker on the list was
Mike Duncan, the deputy inspector general of the
agency who was fired in May. The statement said
Duncan had not passed his six-month probationary
period and could be dismissed for any mason.
But the charges against Druen, Nighbert and
Adams all relate to Duncan's dismissal.
"It's clear this was for political purposes," said
Paul Fauri, Duncan's lawyer.
Other merit workers on the list contacted
Monday declined to comment. Some said they
expected to hire legal counsel.
The list identifies people by some family connections, sponsorships by influential people and
contributions to political candidates. In every
instance there was a reference to a political party,
it was "Democrat." Many of the people were
referred to as, "Holdover from Patton," an apparent reference to former Gov. Paul Patton, a
Democrat. Fletcher is a Republican.
One woman was believed to be an "information
link" to a newspaper. Another man "made negative comments about the administration" at a
meeting.
Fletcher's office referred questions about the
matter to the Transportation Cabinet statement.
Druen did not return a call to his office.
The list was filed in Franklin County Circuit
Court to support a request by attorney general's
office investigators for search warrants for the
offices of Basil Turbyfill, Fletcher's man in charge
of political appointments; and Keith Hall, who left
the job of director of Homeland Security under
mysterious circumstances.
Judge William Graham initially sealed the list
because it was first obtained under a subpoena
from the special grand jury that is conducting the
personnel investigation. Graham released the list
on the request of several news organizations,
including The Associated Press.
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Indictments returned in alleged
rape case, bomb threat at MSU
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A Calloway County grand
jury indicted one man charged
with rape and another accused of
making a bomb threat to Murray
State when it met last weak.
Christopher Wayne Higgins,
29. of Benton, was indicted
Friday on first-degree rape.
Higgins was arrested May 31
after a 24-year-old woman
reported a rape three days earlier.
Murray Police said the suspect forced his way into a

WEATHER
Tonight will be
partly cloudy.
HIGH:
Wednesday will
be partly cloudy
with highs in the
mid 90s.
LOW: Wednesday
night will be
mostly clear with
lows in the mid
70s.
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y

68

AP-IPSOS POLL I

Religious displays
More than two-thirds of people
polled believe that the display of
the Ten Commandments on
government property should be
allowed
Do you believe the display of
the Ten Commandments
ought to be allowed on
government property such as
courthouses, or not'?
76%
23%
Yes
No

1%
Not sure
NOTE. Poll of 1.000 adults taken between
Feb. 22-24: maw or arm t 3 percentage
points
AP

SOURCE Ipsos for AP

Civil Liberties Union of
Kentucky over displays that
include the commandments.
David Friedman, who successfully argued the ACLU's
case before the Supreme Court,
said Monday's ruling reaffirmed
a core principle — "that government and religion should not
become impermissibly entangled."
In early 2003, a federal judge
dismissed the ACLU's lawsuit
seeking to remove the Ten
the
Commandments from
Mercer County courthouse. That
case is pending before a federal
appeals court.
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a case-by-case basiS.
Jim Lowrie. a Tennessee resident, said that one religion
should not be promoted.
"The Ten Commandments
have been part of our heritage.
but I do believe in separation of
church and state in our government," he said.
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Pelicelogs
Murray State University Ponce Department
• A case is under investigation after a theft by unlawful
taking less
than $300 incident in the 1-Room was reported at
1:26 p.m.
Friday.
• Broken windows were reported on the first floor of the Industry
and Technology Building at 9:57 p.m. Monday. The
report is
under investigation.
• A bicycle was reported stolen from the Curris Center
at 10:09
p.m. Monday. The theft is under investigation.
Murray Police Department
• Criminal mischief was reported at 7:58 a.m. Monday
at ProWash.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 7:58 a.m. Monday at Murray
Auto Spa.
• Medication was reported stolen from 501 S. Sixth St. at
10:18
a.m. Monday.
• Michael Wolfe, 40, of Murray, was arrested Monday for tampering with anhydrous ammonia with intent to manufacture methamphetamine and theft by unlawful taking of anhydrous ammonia
with the intent to manufacture meth. He was served with a grand
jury indictment.
• Cody Harrison, 18, of Murray was arrested for first-degree wanton endangerment and fourth-degree assault after officers
responded to a domestic complaint at 6:57 p.m. Monday on
Lowe's Drive.
• A resident at 308 N. Fifth St. came home to find the book door
open and stove turned on at 11:43 p.m. Monday. A fire was on the
stove and the house was full of smoke. Murray Fire Department
also responded.
— information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

McCracken jail pair
test positive for TB
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Two inmates at the McCracken
County Regional Jail have tested positive for tuberculosis and
others are being tested for the
disease, Jailer Cliff Gill said.
A female inmate tested positive, as did her boyfriend, the
Purchase
District
Health
Department indicated. The two
have been at the jail since
February
on
drug-related
charges.
The women was taken to a
state prison on June 1, and her
boyfriend was transferred last
Thursday. Gill said Monday.
The two were transported by
ambulance to reduce the risk of
exposure, he said.
Jail officials did not realize
until recently the two inmates
had lived together for nine
years.
There was no indication that
either inmate might have TB
until April, when the female
inmate was taken to the hospital
after complaining of chest pains.
Gill said. She was not diagnosed
with TB while at the hospital, he
said.
After returning to jail, she
was tested for TB. Gill said officials were told initially the test
was negative, and she returned

to the general jail population.
Jail officials later learned she
had TB after her test results
were forwarded to health officials in Frankfort, he said.
Sharon Godec, nursing director of the Purchase District
Health
Department,
said
Monday about 100 people have
received the skin test so far. All
of the 70-plus telltale inmates
and jail employees have been
tested.
Gill said none of the female
inmates has tested positive on
the skin test, except the woman
with active TB. One employee
has tested positive on the skin
test, but that doesn't mean the
exposure came from a jail
inmate, Gill said.
Positive results on the skin
test means a person was
exposed, but doesn't necessarily
mean the person has active TB,
Godec said.
The male inmate with the disease was isolated in the jail's TB
cell on June 17 after his skin test
came back positive. Gill said.
Gill said six male inmates in
the come ceft block as the man
with active TB have tested positive in skin tests, but X-rays did
not show the disease.

Kentucky historian laureate Clark dies
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Thomas D. Clark, a historian
who spent three-quarters of a
century
teaching,
researching
and preserving
the
record
of
Kentucky's
past, died at
a
nursing
home
Tuesday. He
Clark
was 101.
Clark,
whom a colleague once
described as "the historical conscience" of Kentucky, was a
state historian with a national
reputation.
The late Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt, who was one of
Clark's
students
at
the
University of Kentucky in the
1940s, said Clark "probably has
more credibility than any other
Kentuckian in the field of history, public affairs and political
reform."
Even in his later years, Clark
would crisscross the state, happily speaking to any group that
had an interest in history.
Born July 14, 1903 in
Louisville, Miss., Clark came to
Kentucky as a graduate student
in the late 1920s. He moved
periodically — to Duke
University for a doctorate in
1932 and to teach briefly at
Duke, Harvard and Indiana
University, among others — but
the University of Kentucky
remained his base.

•Marine ...
From Front
Lunch will be served from 11:30
a.m. until 12:30 p.m. and
McClary is scheduled to speak
briefly, beginning at 12:35 p.m.
and be finished by 1 p.m. He
will be leaving the area soon
afterward and heading back to
Virginia for another speaking
engagement.
The event will be a part of
First Baptist Church's "I Believe
in America" patriotic spectacular to be featured at the church at
7
p.m. Wednesday
and
Thursday.
After completing Marine
officers training at Quantico,
Va., McClary, a South Carotina
native, became a platoon leader
with the First Marine Recon
Battalion in Vietnam. While on

"I wouldn't have missed
coming to Kentucky for all the
other 49 states," Clark said at a
celebration of his 90th birthday
in 1993. "It has been a wonderful trip, a wonderful adventure."
Clark taught at the university
in Lexington from 1931 to 1968,
including 23 years as chairman
of its history department. He
helped establish the university's
press in 1943, assembled a distinguished history faculty after
World War II and built the university library's special collections.
Clark wrote, co-authored or
edited more than 30 books in his
career. His "History
of
Kentucky," published in 1937, is
still in print. Frequently revised
and updated, it is considered one
of the nation's best state histones.
Clark was a driving force
behind
"The
Kentucky
Encyclopedia," published in
1992. As an associate editor, he
read the 984-page book three
times before its publication to
ensure accuracy.
Clark was largely responsible
for the founding of a state
archives in Frankfort. He
combed the state for historical
records and lobbied tirelessly
for their preservation.
His interest in preservation
was not confined to documents.
Clark regularly fretted that
Kentucky did too little to protect
its natural resources, and he
invariably took the long view.
In 1998, a few days before
his 95th birthday, Clark indig-

nantly shoved a reponer
denuded tract amid Estill
County woodlands.
"They stripped those woods
over there," Clark said. 'There
are few Kentuckians alive today
who will live to see those woods
come back. They've been raped,
raped, raped."
Clark
always
viewed
Kentucky history, his vocation
and avocation, as a work in
progress.
"Some historians undertake

to simpey open the grase and
live in the past,- he once said. "I
never felt history meant that. I
always felt that history was a
living thing. It tells you so much
about what you did and didn't
do, where you failed and where
you succeeded. ...
"The story of Kentucky has
yet to be told. It has yet to be
presented in its true context.
The challenge to the historian is
to find out which Kentuckian is
the true Kentuckian."

II Partnership ...
From Front

unanimous
support,"
0'Shaughnessy said.
The donation includes lease
space at the Weaks Community
Center and beds for the clinical
laboratory there. The new space
also will house a classroom and
computer area.
The hospital will cover annual expenses associated with the
program's lease space at the
Weaks Community Center.
These costs amount to about
$16,800 annually, according to
figures presented during the
April meeting. MCCH also will
donate three patient care beds,
which combine for a $13,500
value. They will be compatible
with the program's necessity to
have clinical laboratory experience for students at the Weaks
Center.
Twenty-six students are in
the licensed practice nursing
program in Murray, but that will
grow to 30 as part of the partnerpatrol deep in hostile territory,
ship. The program will move to
McClary suffered extensive
the Weaks Center by Aug. I.
injuries — including the loss of
"The Weaks Center will prohis left eye and his left arm — in vide
classroom, computer and
close-quarters combat.
clinical laboratory space. We
After two years in a military will be
able to offer the Murray
hospital and as many as 34
LPN class quality education to
major surgeries. McClary has
support the needs of the hospital
proclaimed "a powerful story of
and
surrounding
region,"
courage, determination, and Veazey
said. "This is another
strength to motivate audiences example
of support between
the world over," according to a health care
and education to
release.
meet the demand for nurses that
He has been a member of the we know
will face west
National Speakers Association Kentucky
in future years."
for almost 10 years and a profesWest Kentucky Community
sional motivator for more than and Technical
College — part of
30 years.
the
statewide
Kentucky
For more information about Community
Tedinical
the event, contact Mike Crook, College Systemand
— otters tradiassociate pastor for music and tional
two-year
associate
worship at First Baptist Church degrees as well as technical
at 753-1854.
degrees and certificates, accord-

ing to its Web site. The allied
health division specifically has
nurse aid, licensed practice
nurse and registered nurse programs.
Specifically, the practical
nursing program prepares students to take the licensure exam
to become an LPN. That program was established in Murray
in 1967 because of a need for
nurses. Since then. 750 LPNs
have been educated at the
Murray location.
"Not only is it a partnership.
but it helps the program stay in
this community." Tena Payne.
WKCTC nursing division chair.
said. "I know that was my main
concern."
The program is expected to
increase to meet the staffing
needs at the hospital and its
West View Nursing Home.
Along with the traditional LPN
offerings. the partnership hopes
to expand to teaching basic and
advanced nursing aide courses.
Nationally. LPN employment
is expected to grow faster than
the average of all occupations,
according
to
the
U.S.
Department of Labor occupational outlook. The growth is
expected through 2012 in
response to the long-term care
needs of an aging population
and general health care expansion.
"West Kentucky Community
and Technical College is essential to keeping quality LPNs and
CNAs in our health care system," said
MCCH Vice
President of Patient Care
Services Allen Peters. "We are
fortunate to have talented, welltrkun0 staii :And look to,rward to
contIntitng this Trartni•tehtp as
we move forward in meeting
this community's health care
needs."

Our home is Murray,Kentucky!
Your Touchstone Energy®
Cooperative
The Board of Directors and Employees of
West Kentucky Rural Electric
would like to invite all members and their families to the

67th Annual Meeting
July 9, 2005
Graves County Middle School
2:00 p.m.
It

REGISTRATION AND ACTIVITIES WILL
BEGIN AT 12:00 NOON.
*Enjoy a bar-b-que sandwich snack lunch
*Special entertainment before the meeting

Ronnie Gibson: Husband, father, church member, Racer fan, baseball
enthusiast, civic leader, Bank President/CEO..,

*For the Kids - Bucket-Truck Rides, the Cowboy Magician,
and a Caricature Artist

At The Murray Bank, our President/C41 lives, works and plays right
here in Murray, Kentucky - our home. As the only bank headquartered

*Booths to visit - electrical safety, energy right" Program, and
uch, much more

in Murray, you'll find it feels a little different when you do business with
The Murray Bank. Not having branches in other counties or states allows

zes for adults and for children
*WIRE(Women in Rural Electrification) Cookbooks for sale

us to place all our focus on our own community. So when you need
financial assistance buying or building your home, we invite you to do
business with the hometown lenders at The Murray Bank. We think

`All sorts of information about YOUR Cooperative

you'll say, "It feels like home!"
Election of 3 District Directors

Nominees:

Calloway Co. - Bob Hargrove
Graves Co,- Robert E. Carter, Doran Harrison,
Kevin Newell, Johnny C. Shelton, Chad Willett
Marshall & Livingston Cos, - Troy English

We hope to see you July 9th!!

The
MUrraY
a

405 South 12th Street & 700 North 12th Street
270-753-5626
wwwthemurraybank.com

How Banldng Should Be

Member FDIC
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Hold That
Confetti
Television, which goes far
Sighs of relief, comments
beyond the muppets. KET's
•
"
bullet,
like,"We dodged that
informational, cultural and eduwere heard last week when the
cational programming fills a
House of Representatives voted
void that threatens to become
for partial restoration of a promore gaping as budgets tighten
posed $100 million cut in fundneeds for lifelong learning
for
and
tion
Corpora
the
ing for
increase.
Public Broadcasting.
Arguments that seek to drain
':Big Bird and his friends can
d
coffers of public broadcastthe
cheere
own,"
fly on their
ing on the basis that the private
Representative Ernest Istook,
sector will step into the breach
R-Oklahoma.
are bogus. Where else on netBut hold
work tv do we see news coveron to that
that might spend 5, 10 or
age
confetti you
even 15 minutes on one imporwere about
tant story; quality educational
to toss into
programs for kids; learning
air.
the
nities for adults who
opportu
Victory celeimprove their existing
to
want
are
s
bration
skills and develop new ones;
premature, as
great arts coverage that reprethe word
Main Street sents diverse cultures?
"partial"
By Constance
And if that doesn't work for
indicates that
Alexander
the approved
think of it this way: the
you,
& Times
funding still Ledger
airwaves did not cover public
Columnist
ous, blow-by-blow
languishes
ridicul
in
some $130
detail - the runaway bride, the
million
Michael Jackson trial, the
below proposed allocations.
pope's funeral, or Tom Cruise
and Katie what's-her-name's
The ball is now in the
cally
specifi
court,
s
weird courting rituals.
Senate'
Senator Arlen Specter's subThose factors alone might be
committee, which is slated to
reason enough to restore fundmeet on July 12, two days in
ing.
advance of final Senate
Congressman Ed Whitfield
Appropriations Committee
is to be commended for listenaction on July 14.
ing to his constituents and
Without further intercession, doing his part to save the
public radio and television
Corporation for Public
could face continued erosion of
Broadcasting, at least in this
crucial funding.
budget cycle. Now the Senate
A case in point is WKMShas to take another step forward
FM,the National Public Radio
to secure the future of WKMS
member station located on the
and KET. Contact Senator
Murray State University camMitch McConnell if you want
pus. The station, which covers a every day in the "neighbor27 county listening area, is
hood" of public radio and tv to
-r4.41-41*
hitching itawagon-to Own.to
be ngoodoole.
extend its sigmfl and
Some Websites to review
ahead toward digitization.
include: mcconnell.senate.gov.
Without these kinds of
- www.wkms.org. improvements, WKMS is likely
www.ket.org.
to find it increasingly difficult
region
the
of
needs
to serve the
Read Main Street online at
for news, information and culrrayledgercorn.
www.mu
tural enrichment.
the columnist directly
t
Contac
for
said
be
The same can
at constancealexander@charKentucky Educational
ternet.

Legislature fiddles while prisons explode

Stumbo would endorse an increase in the
ed that the prison population was expected
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— In an
threshold from the current $300 to
felony
the
to be 17,424 this fiscal year. Last week,
exhaustive study of sentencing and prison
popu-.
$500. The threshold is significant because it
Corrections Department reported the
crowding in Kentucky, a University of
is the cut off for theft cases between misdelation was 19,465.
Kentucky law professor has concluded that
grow
to
ed
meanor and the vastly more serious felony
The numbers are now expect
the rush to incarcerate has threatened the
July
begins
that
to 20,798 in the fiscal year
charges.
state's finances, put
1 and to 21,889 the following year.
thousands of people
"That one's a no brainer," agreed Lewis,
behind bars with little
Lawson said the reasons for the boom
the defense counsel.
thought to the overall
represent a pressure to imprison that has
Lawson argues that even the notion
cost to society and done
continued unabated for three decades.
behind incarceration has changed somewhat
little to actually keep
Kentucky, he maintains, has the toughest
and there is less emphasis on rehabilitation
people safer from crime. "three strikes" law in the nation, a persistin favor of simple warehousing. But that,
The study is by
ent felony offender law that can mean a
too, carries its own risks.
Robert Lawson, who
guaranteed 10 years behind bars for three
"The prison population, it is to be
helped craft the state's
convictions for theft.
Capitol
s of moral deviants and
penal code in the 1970s
The PFO law, as it is called, "renders the remembered, consist
Ideas
and is the author of the
not model citizens, and is far more capable
seriousness of an offender's conduct irreleBy Mark
on
ok
standard handbo
vant to his sentence and permits (and some- of providing instruction on the commission
Chellgren
l
crimina
in
use
ce
AP Frankfort eviden
of crime than on the worth and qualities of
times even requires) punishment that is
Correspondent trials.
morally indefensible, that debases all
good citizenship," Lawson said. "It is more
The study has
notions of common sense, and that works to likely to enhance than to diminish the menprompted Chief Justice Joseph Lambert to
warehouse for extended periods offenders
tal. emotional, and social deterioration of
ponder the topic.
who are not likely to inflict serious harm on inmates, and even under the best of circum"The numbers alone suggest the need to
the public," Lawson wrote.
stances offers no more than an even chance
look at where we are," Lambert said in a
The chief of Kentucky's public defender
of correcting the situation and conditions
recent interview.
system described the effect in more basic
that led to incarceration in the first place."
According to Lawson's study,
42071,
terms.
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
Sooner or later, Lawson argues, the
Kentucky's corrections budget was about
to
e-mailed
or
"We shouldn't be paying $17,000 a year
270-753-1927,
to
faxed
just
had
state
the
when
l Assembly is going to have to deal
1970
Genera
in
$7 million
to house somebody who stole $400 worth
editorgmurrayledger.corn.
budget
the
2002,
By
.
issues in corrections, beyond
inmates
larger
2,800
with
over
of stuff," said Ernie Lewis.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed aad have aldreas aid
mil$300
than
more
larger,
times
45
ng more money to put more
was
spendi
simply
While Lawson argues for a more reaphone number. E-mailed letters must have palms ad phone
lion, with about five times more inmates.
bars.
behind
inmates
soned approach toward sentencing and its
number.
Lawson
ng,
reveali
more
even
s
Perhap
be
must
and
has
"With the politics of crime still tilting
effects, Attorney General Greg Stumbo
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words
population rose
ky's
Kentuc
that
out
pointed
ed.
strongly toward tougher laws and tougher
hewed to the more traditional line.
typed. Handwritten letters will not be publish
1970 to 2000, while the
from
percent
25
by
or
reject
edit
to
right
the
s
sentenc
reserve
Stumbo, who convened his own
V The Murray Ledger & Tunes
attitudes toward criminals, it will not be
ion increased by 444 percent.
populat
inmate
style,
beak
of
basis
the
on
be
memcan
a
on
also
is
any letter. Editing or rejecti
ing commission earlier and
easy for lawmakers to embrace the reforms
"The thirst for incarceration of citizens
said the corrections
panel,
t's
spelling, grammar, Kbel, good taste and freaseet asehibeieve lie
Lamber
of
ber
that are needed to slow the flow of inmates
has reached levels far beyond anything ever
y a smaller percentage of
the Forum page. Letters of a "thank me'meter* that nate spew
actuall
is
budget
that has flooded the prison system and put
and
experienced in this country's history
budget than previously.
ears by name wM not be accepted.
state
overall
the
every
almost
the state's corrections budget at risk of
seems to exist unchecked in
few alternate suggestions, Stumbo
a
With
said.
Lawson
bankruptcy," Lawson said.
corner of the nation,"
maintains the hard-line prosecutorial
has
growth
ion
The prison populat
approach to locking up the convicted and, if
exceeded even the experts' expectations.
Mark R. Chellgren is the Frankfort, Ky.,
not throwing it away, at lest misplacing the
In January, state budget officials reportpondentfor The Associated Press.
corres
key for many years.
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Obituaries
Thomas Scott Brown

His wife, Shizue (JoAnn) Solomon, his
father, Rufus Solomon Sr., his mother, Ruthie
Jones Solomon Bryson, his stepfather, Charlie
Bryson, two sisters, Betty Scacrist and Rachel
Stokes, and two brothers, Wayne Solomon and
William (Jack) Solomon, all preceded him in
death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Debra
Winsett and husband, Nickey, Benton; three
sons, Kenneth Solomon and wife, Beth, Calvert
City, James Solomon and wife, Jane, Kevil, and
Solomon
Patrick Solomon and wife, Starla, Benton; 10
grandchildren, Billy Joe Winsett and wife,
Sarah, Benton, Nathan Solomon, Misty Winsett,
Ashley Solomon, Amber Solomon, Christina
Winsett, Chelsy Solomon and Kendale Winsett,
all of Calvert City, Brittany Solomon, Lone Oak.
and Anna Solomon, Kevil; one great-grandson,
Joe Winsett, Benton.
Lawrence York
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Lawrence York, 90, Wadesboro Road South, Benton, died
Monday, June 27, 2005, at 10:45 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Mike Donald and Lynn Jones will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory
Benton.
An Army veteran of World War 11, he served Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
during the Battle of the Bulge and was a prisoner of war. A self-employed mechanic, he was a (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
member of New Zion Missionary Baptist
Society, do Betty Haley, 6935 Brewers Hwy., Benton, Ky., 42025.
Church.
Preceding him in death were two sons, Pathway Baptist Church Youth Group, 109 S. Main St., Calvert City.
Russell York and Ronnie York, his father, Floyd Ky., 42029; or Spring Bayou Baptist Church, 4675 Old Hobbs Rd.,
York, his mother, Ocie York, one grandchild, Kevil, Ky., 42053.
Kelly York, one sister and three brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret (Sis) E. Darnall York; Mrs. EZZ8 (Lee) Stewart
The funeral for Mrs. Ezza(Lee) Stewart will be Wednesday at II
three daughters, Mrs. Bobbie Watkins and Mrs. Peggy Boddy, both
of Benton, and Mrs. Trisha Waddell, Hardin; daughter-in-law, Mrs. a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev.
Kathie York Rudd, Benton; four sisters, Mrs. Lena Donahoo and Steve Webb will officiate. Music will be by Oneida White.
Pallbearers will be Ernest W. Stewart Jr., Donnie Galloway,
Mrs. Cora Uzzle, both of Calvert City, Mrs. Helen Culp, Paducah,
and Mrs. Ruthie Ford, Benton; two brothers, Charlie York and Paul Garry Swift, Andy Correro, Les Herring, Chris Carney, Anthony
York, both of Benton; seven grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren. Correro, Dalton Stewart, Garrett Swift, Justin Carney, Charles H.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Valentine and James Edwards. Burial will follow in the Mt. Pleasant
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Mike Littrell and the Rev. C.C. Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
Brasher will officiate. Burial will follow in the New Zion Cemetery,
(Tuesday).
Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
County Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
Wednesday.
Mrs. Stewart, 89, First Street, Hazel, died Sunday, June 26, 2005,
at 4:20 p.m. at her home.
Rufus (Pete) Solomon Jr.
She managed a general store and was also manager of a large
Rufus (Pete) Solomon Jr., 72, U.S. 68 West. Benton, died
Monday,June 27, 2005, at 4 a.m. at Marion Veterans Administration farm. She was a gardener, bridge player and a member of a chapter
of the Order of the Eastern Star. She was valedictorian of the 1934
Hospital. Marion, Ill.
A Kentucky Colonel, he was an Army veteran of the Korean con- graduating class of Epworth Seminary High School.
Her husband, Ralph Cleo Stewart, one son, Donald Galloway,
flict. A laborer for Pip Johnson Construction, he was of Baptist faith.

one sister, Alvia Cargill, and two brothers. Leslie Stone and Winston
Stone, all preceded her in death. Born Dec. 11, 1915, in Copperhill.
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late William Henry Stone and 01a
Stillwell Stone.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Marione Merrell, Fort
Myers, Ha.; two sons, Ralph Cleo Stewart and wife. Carole.
Columbus, Miss., and Ernest William Stewart and wife, Joyce.
Hazel; nine grandchildren. Yvonne Correro, Donald Galloway,
Juanita Rushing, David Galloway, Donna Galloway. Garry Swift.
Teresa Carney, Monica Herring and Ernest Stewart Jr.; 16 greatgrandchildren.

A memorial tribute service for Thomas Scott Brown will be
Sunday at 8:30 p.m. at Town & Country Marina on Kentucky Lake
near Aurora.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the memorial service.
Mr. Brown, 54, Gardner Road, Benton, died Dec. 26, 2004. at
Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
He was the owner and operator of Town & Country Marina.
Born Feb. 28, 1950, in Evansville, Ind., he was the son of Naomi
Brown and the late Robert Vernon Brown. Also preceding him in
death were two brothers, Daniel Brown and Timothy Brown.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Naomi Brown, Oakland City,
Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Kathy Brown and husband, Larry Powers,
Berwyn, Ill.; two nieces; five great-nieces and nephews.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home of Murray is in charge
of arrangements.

Kenneth Ray Sterling
The tuneral for Kenneth Ray Sterling will be today (Tuesday) at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Whitsell Funeral Home. Morganfield. The
Rev. Sammy Beaney will officiate. Burial rites will be Saturday at I
p.m. in the Eastview Cemetery, Union City. Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral after noon
today.
Mr. Sterling, 73, Morganfield, died Friday.
June 24,2005. at.8:45 p.m. at Regional Medical
Hospital. Madisonville.
A Marine veteran of the Korean Conflict, he
was a member of Uniontown Post of Veterans of
Foreign Wars and of a lodge of Free and
Accepted Masons. He was a former Boy Scout leader.
One son, Michael Lynn Sterling, preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Michelle Buschkoetter.
Philpot, and Mrs. Kym Hopkins, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Virginia
Roney, Knoxville, Tenn., and Mrs. Wanda Hamblen. Martin, Tenn.:
one brother, W.W. Sterling. Martin. Tenn.; nine grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.

Mrs. Ada Ann Howard
The funeral for Mrs. Ada Ann Howard was Monday at 1 p.m. at
New Bethel Baptist Church. The Rev. John Shultz and Brian Jarrett
officiated. Burial was in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Benton, with Collier Funeral Home. Benton, in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Howard, 66, Brewers Highway, Benton, died Friday, June
24, 2005. at 7:56 p.m. Her death was from injuries sustained in a
traffic accident on Ky. 58.
She was a member and secretary for New Bethel Baptist Church.
Her husband, Roland Lynn Howard, her father, Arnold Howell.
and one brother, Richard Howell, all preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kimberly Lynn McGregor.
Lexington; one son, Shane Howard,Staunton, Ind.; her mother, Mrs.
Ruth Lineberry Howell. and one sister. Mrs. Pat Jarrett, both of
Benton; two brothers, Mike Howell and Jerry Howell, both of
Jefferson City, Mo.; three grandchildren, Erin McGregor and
Amanda McGregor, Lexington, and Farris Howard. Staunton, Ill.

Bush to outline winning strategy in Iraq

1

es

By NEDRA PICKLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush is using the first
anniversary of Iraq's sovereignty to try to ease Americans'
doubts about the mission and
outline a winning strategy for a
violent conflict that has cost the
lives of more than 1,740 U.S.
troops and has no end in sight.
In a prime-time address from
Fort Bragg, N.C., home of the
Army's elite 82nd Airborne
Division, Bush was to argue that
there is no need to change
course in Iraq despite the upsetting images produced by daily
insurgent attacks.
His assessment comes on the
heels of a recent Associated
Press-Ipsos poll that showed
public doubts about the war
reaching a high point - with
more than half saying that
invading Iraq was a mistake.
of
Secretary
State
Condoleezza Rice said Tuesday
that Bush will stress the need for
patience as Iraq moves toward
establishing a permanent demoShe
government.
cratic
acknowledged that continuing
insurgent violence and the loss
of life makes it hard for
Americans "to focus on the quiet
process that's going on in Iraq of
building a political consensus
toward a stable and democratic
Iraq."
"I know it's difficult and the
president will acknowledge
that," Rice said on NBC's
"Today" show. "But the United
States has been through difficult
times before to come out on the
other side with a more stable
world."

has made progress this year ing to military recruiters: 'No."'
when 8 million people went to
Bush's speech is part of a
the polls and voted."
new public-relations campaign
iiiJOIRIFIIS
The administration appears to from the White House to try to
be shifting its strategy subtly, calm anxieties about the war. It
focusing more on political solu- comes after several conflicting
tions to the insurgency. Defense or perplexing messages about
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld the nature and duration of the
has confirmed that talks have conflict.
taken place with some insurgent
Vice Preatilial: Dick Cheney
leaders, and the U.S. command- made headlines last month with
er of the multinational coalition his assertion that the insurgency
in Iraq has said the conflict will in Iraq was "in its last throes."
ultimately be resolved in a polit- He was later contradicted by the
ical process.
top U.S. commander in the
Tapping into Americans emo- Middle East, Gen. John Abizaid,
tions over terrorists attacks in and by Rumsfeld, who said the
(OLYMPIC PLAZA-MURRAY)
the United States, White House insurgency could drag on for
press secretary Scott McClellan years.
said Bush will talk about insurRumsfeld also told an intergents killing innocent people viewer this month that Iraq is
•Comprehneire Exams for Glasse% & Cowart lobes
and how stopping the violence "statistically" no safer today
d Eye lafectioas
"will be a major blow to the than it was before the ouster of
Sadism of Designer Frames and Simples"
ambitions of the terrorists."
Saddam Hussein, although he
Insurance Accepted
"This is a time of testing," maintains progress is being
"Quality Eyewarefor(kV
McClellan said. "It is a critical made.
moment in Iraq. The terrorists
are seeking to shake our will and
weaken our resolve. They know
that they cannot win unless we
abandon the mission before it is
complete."
Bush also scheduled two and
a half hours to meet with families of soldiers who have died,
as he usually does when he vis"Six consecutive generations of ourfamily serving yours."
its military bases. Outside the
Since 1847
base, opponents of the war
planned protests.
"There's a groundswell
ince 1847, members of my
against this war," said Bill
family have been taking
Dobbs, spokesman United For
care of funeral services for
Peace and Justice, an anti-war
residents of Calloway
coalition of more than 1,300
County. We are proud of our
local and national groups. "You
can see it in Congress, you can
Heritage, and proud to still be servsee it in newspaper editorials
ing your needs through our facilities
and what young people are say-

on the Stairs"

S &EYEWEAR
753-5507

President Bush
Although attacks frequently
take the lives of American
troops, Bush has said they will
not leave until Iraqi security
forces are trained and equipped
to keep the peace. He has
refused to give a timetable for
troop withdrawal, even though
some Democrats and a few
Republicans in Congress are
supporting a resolution that calls
for Bush to start bringing them
home by Oct. I, 2006.
"The key to success in Iraq is
for the Iraqis to be able and
capable of defending their
democracy against terrorists,"
Bush said Monday, then turned
to what has been the signature
achievement of the conflict that
began in Baghdad more than
two years ago. "Parallel with the
security track is a political track.
Obviously, the political track

S
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at Churchill-Imes Family Funeral
Home and Imes-Miller Funeral
Home and Crematory.
As a member of our family's
current generation of funeral directors, I'm proud to announce a new
John Imes
service. Our desire to care for families at their time of loss has extended into a desire to care for
them late in life by offering not only funeral pre-planning, but
also Long-Term Care Insurance through some of the industry's
most respected providers. Long-Term Care Insurance provides
families with choices of care, peace of mind, and financial
security during one's latter years.
I'd be happy to explain the benefits of Long-Term Care
Insurance. Please contact me, John Imes, at Churchill-Imes
Family Funeral Home or Imes-Miller Funeral Home and
Crematory.

Churchill-Imes
Funeral Home & Crematory

Family Funeral Home
1894 State Rt. 121 N. • Murray
753-8888

311 North 4th St. • Murray
753-7000

1.1.& HILLIARD, Vi.L. LYONS, INC.
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reunion
MHS Class of 1975of plans
1975 has scheduled its

Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong in 1970
Bobby and Glenda Armstrong of Murray recently celebrated their 35th wedding anniversary.
They were married in June of 1970 at
Enon Baptist Church in Graves County.
Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong are active members of Salem Baptist Church at Lynn
Grove where Mrs. Armstrong is a teacher.

Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong in 2005

choir member and member of the WMU.
Mrs. Armstrong is the daughter of
the late Wayne Thomas and Sarah Elizabeth Oliver of Graves County. She is
retired from public work and is an active
Home Interiors displayer.
Mr. Armstrong is the son of the late
Crawford and Molena Armstrong of Cal-

loway County. He is retired from the Calloway County School System and is also
a retired farmer.
Their three children are Teresa Hudson and husband, Layton, Nancy Armstrong and David Armstrong, all of Murray. Their two grandchildren are Nicole
and Ben Hudson, both of Murray.

Playhouse to hold auditions for
Tolkien classic 'The Hobbit'
in the possession of the one
ring that brought everyone so
much trouble in "The Lord of
the Rings."
Playhouse will need children and adults from all ages,
6 and up, to play the parts of
hobbits, dwarves, elves and
men. The number of actors
needed is as yet unspecified,
will i)simirkt:
lt
11a
n
111
o
1
315
:
17
o
k
e
4
4111
.
11
1M11
Actors are encouraged to
Bilbo Baggins on an advenfor auditions on July 5
come
ages.
ture for the
Join Bilbo on his great jour- and 6 from 6 to 9 p.m. at
ney to help a group of dwarves Playhouse in the Park and help
reclaim their stolen treasure suppbrt a wonderful local organfrom a dragon named Smaug. ization in its 28th season.
Actors are requested to bring
Witness all of Bilbo's misminute prepared monoone
a
quest,
adventures while on his
it
and see how he came to be logue for their audition, but
is not required. Readings from
the script will also be available for actor's auditions.

Playhouse in the Park will
hold auditions for the upcoming production of J.R.R.
Tolkien's fantasy classic, "The
Hobbit." directed by Murray
resident Grant Kelso on July
5 and 6 from 6 to 9 p.m. at
the Playhouse.
If you're a fan of The Lord
of the Rings, you need to see

Collins named
on honor roll
MONROE, La. — The President's List and Honor Roll
for the spring semester at the
University of Louisiana at Monroe has been announed by ULM
President James E. Cofer Sr.
Listed on the honor roll
was Tyler Collins of Murray.
Students on the President's
list musst be registered as full
time and maintain a 3.9 to 4.0
grade point average on a 4.0
system. To be on the honor
roll a student must be registered as full-time and maintain a 3.5 to 3.899 grade point
average.

SUBSCRIBE

Sewing By Steven
9e€45tY
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Silks
Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including

,

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

Special
4th of J
16" cheese pizza '5.99
12" cheese pizza '4.99
off« Expires 7-15-05
veryday Specials
•16" pizza with unlimited
toppings '8.50
•3 medium pizzas, 3 toppings s13.00
Well honor MY Pizzo coupon
Chur:h groups recerve 20% discount on Sundc
Rd
Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater

762-0442

30Murray High School Class
will be at
year reunion on Saturday. The dinner and dance
contact
Oaks Country Club, Murray. For more information,
at 753n-Veach
Chrisma
Cindy
or
9
753-311
at
Morris
Tonya
0231.

reunion
MHS Class of 1955 plans
1955 will have its 50-year

Murray High School Class of
hour
class reunion this coming weekend. An informal social
will be Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. at The Big Apple and all
friends of the 1955 classmates are invited to come by to visit
with them. The main banquet will be Saturday at Kenlake
Hotel. The class of 1955 is jointly sponsoring the establish
Murthrough
Fund
hip
Scholars
Schultz
T.
Fred
the
ment of
ray State University. Persons may send their tax deductible
contributions to MSU Office of Development, attn: Jennie
Rottinghaus, 106 Development & Alumni Affairs Center, Murray, KY 42071.

ht
Ear seminar will be tonig
sources for painful ear

An educational seminar on common
and the common diseases that cause car discomfort in adults
and children will be tonight from 6 to 7 p.m. at the Center
for Health & Wellness. Light refreshments will be served.
Persons are asked to pre-register by calling 762-1348.

is tonight
Al-Anon meeting
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at

First United
Ai-Anon will meet
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Singles will meet tonight

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Alzheimer's Group will meet

Photo provided

ily Swain, the 7-year-old daughter of Dr. Brian and
eather Swain of Murray, is shown with Life House
regnancy Care Center Executive Director Carmeleta
orvell the day she made a rather interesting donation.
he had come to the facility a few weeks before to talk
o Norvell about who the center helped and how its
inistry works. She had told her mother she wanted to
aise money for a worthy cause and she did this by
laying her violin at Murray-Calloway County Parks &
ecreation's Central Park for donations to be put in the
aby bottle she was using to collect the money. She
aised $15 which she personally delivered to Life
ouse the day she returned.

Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will meet today at 4:30
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County iospital.
This will be a group discussion meeting. For mo information call Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social worker, at 62-1108.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Family History book copy at printer
Copy for the Calloway County Family History has been
sent to the printer. The book will be available to the public
in late October or early November, according to a member of
the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Books
may still be ordered by picking up order blanks at the Calloway Public Library or by calling 753-2350, 759-4938 or
753-7870.

Education Center is moving

BirthAnnouncement
Harlee Nicole Davis

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis Jr. of Murray are the parents of
a daughter, Harlee Nicole Davis, born on Thursday, April 21.
2005, at 2:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 9 pounds 10 ounces and measured 21
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Rashae Miller. Two brothers are Nicholas and Dylan.
Grandparents are Donnie and Debra Miller of Benton, and
Bob and Lydia Davis of Louisville.
Great-grandparents are Jack and Fay Edwards of Benton,
Joe Miller of Murray and Frankie Davis of Louisville.

Those who won our
independence believed liberty to
be the secret of happiness and
courage to be the secret of liberty.

The Calloway County Adult and Family Education Center
will be closed through July 14 as the center will be moving I
to a new location. The center will reopen on July 18 at 9
a.m. in the Career Discovery Center on U.S. Hwy. 641 North,
next to Martha's Restaurant.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles as well as blood pressure and pulse checks
today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church,
Murray, and on Thursday from 6 to 9 a.m. at Hickory Woods
Retirement Center, Murray. For information call 762-1383.

Grief Recovery Class planned
Dorothy Terry, grief counselor for Churchill-Imes Family
Funeral Home and Imes-Miller Funeral Homes of Murray and
Hazel. will begin a new class of the Grief Recovery Program
the second week of July. This class is free to all participants
of the community who are 18 years of age and older. For
more information about the class and the dates, call Terry at
753-8888 or 753-7000.

-Louis D Brandeis

ecare Specialties
7our full-service primary

24-Hour
Emergency
Care

• 6,000 to 24.000 BTU
• All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver

• Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
• Budget & Designer Eyeveear
• Contacts For Astigmatism & Bifocals
• Most Insurance Accepted

, Or. Kevin M. Adams
1. 12th St.• 759-2500

KEEP COOL WITH A
GE HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!

MURRAY 1
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‘
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CCMS names released for semester honor roll

Engagement
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Wayne
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of the
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This nation will remain the land
of the free only so long as it is
-Elmer Davis
the home of the brave.
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Summer can be hard
time for pets, animals
Special to the Ledger
Summer weather brings opportunities for endless fun outdoors
the
for you and your companion animals. But according to
American Humane Association, it also brings health and safety
hazards. including heat stroke and 4th of July fright for all pets
from dogs and cats to parrots.
iitiatIATOM
The American Humane Association provides the following
recommendations to prevent pets from getting overheated:
III Never leave pets alone in a parked car - even for a minute.
•Make sure pets always have fresh, clean water available.
•Ensure pets have access to shade and can move out of direct
a
sun. When temperatures soar, leaving animals unattended in
they
that
way
a
such
in
tied
or
confined
or
yard without shade
can't move into shade is unsafe. Remember not to leave pets outside for long periods without checking them - an area with plenty of shade at 10 a.m. may be scorching by afternoon.
If you know the symptoms of heatstroke and how to respond,
aniyou can a‘ert a potential catastrophe for your companion
demonthey
if
ke
heatstro
cing
mals. Your pets might be experien
strate any of the following signs:
•Excessive panting or difficulty breathing.
la Bloody diarrhea or vomit.
•Increased respiratory rate.
II Salivation.
•Depression, stupor, collapse, or coma.
If your pets show any of these warning signs, remove them
towfrom direct heat and spray them with cool water or place wet
subnot
do
but
n
abdome
and
feet.
chest,
els on their head, neck,
merge them in water. Contact your vet immediately.

Second shark attack costs Tenn. teen his leg
PANAMA CITY, Fla. (AP)
— Doctors amputated a leg of a
teenage boy who was attacked
by a shark while fishing in
waist-deep water off Honda's
Panhandle on Monday, two days
after a 14-year-old girl died
when a shark attacked at another
beach 80 miles away.
Craig Adam Hutto, 16, of
Lebanon, Tenn., was fishing in
the surf oft Cape San Bias with
his brother and a friend when the
shark grabbed him in the right
thigh, nearly severing the leg,
said Capt. Bobby Plair of the
Gulf County Sheriff's Office.
The three then attempted to
wrestle the shark off the boy, hitting it in the nose several times
as it bit the boy's left hand. Plair
said. The teen was pulled ashore
by his friends, and a doctor who
happened to be nearby began
treatment before he was taken to
a hospital.
"It got the main arteries in the
right leg," Plair said, adding that

Teenager
injured by
shark
Monday •

there was "very much blood
loss."
The leg was later amputated
at Bay Medical Center in
Panama City. The boy was listed
in critical condition but he was
expected to recover, hospital
spokeswoman Christa Hild said.
Gulf County Board of
County Commissioners issued a
mandatory closure for beaches
in the county until 11 a.m.
Tuesday. The shark, which got
away, was about 6 to 8 feet long.

Plair said, citing eyewitness
reports.
Cape San Bias is a narrow
spit of land hooking into the
Gulf of Mexico from Gulf
County, about 80 miles southwest of Tallahassee. It also is 80
miles east of the area where 14year-old Jamie Marie Daigle
was fatally injured by a shark
Saturday.
A shark expert said the number of shark attacks rise in the
summer because they come
closer to shore to search for
food.
"I don't think there is any
reason to come to a conclusion
that this is strange," John
Tyminski, a senior biologist
with the Center for Shark
Research at Mote Marine
Laboatoty in Sarasota, said of
the two attacks.
Daigle, of Gonzales, La., had
been swimming with a friend
about 100 yards from shore
when a shark bit her in the leg.

Paramedics and an air
lance crew were unable to revi
her.
At a news conference dis-:
cussing the girl's autopsy
Monday, Erich Ritter of the
Shark Attack Institute said the
girl was likely attacked by a bull
shark that was about 6 feet long.
, according to measurements
taken of the bite.
Capt. Danny Glidewell,
spokesman for the Walton
County Sheriff's Office, said the
county has called in 10 off-duty
deputies to beef up patrols along
a 20-mile stretch of shore and
increased air and water patroll
to look out for sharks.
Florida averaged more than
30 shark attacks a year fro
2000 to 2003, but there we
only 12 attacks off the state'
coast last year, according to sta
thd
by
compiled
tistics
Elasmobranc h
American
Society and the Florida Museum
of Natural History.
;
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4th of July fireworks are no fun for animals!

as
July 5th is the busiest day of the year at animal shelters,
found
are
before
night
the
fright
in
fled
that
animals
on
compani
fammiles from their homes, disoriented and exhausted. Anxious
lookshelters
and
streets
the
g
searchin
ves
themsel
find
often
ilies
to jump'
ing for a treasured family member whose fear drove him
chain.
or
leash
his
break
or
fence
a high
or other
•If your pet is upset by thunder, a door slamming.
g. so
terrifyin
utterly
be
will
s
firework
July
of
4th
noises.
loud
take these precautions:
them
•Your pets won't enjoy the fireworks display. so leave
noises.
loud
from
at home! Keep them inside, shielded
while
•If loud noises upset your pets. do not leave the m alone
them.
oti're out celebrating - make sure someone can stay with
your
•If you think your pets should be tranquilized, consult
eterinarian well in advance.
on their
••• • Contact an animal behaviorist to work with your pets
modificaIQ tears. With some positive reinforcement and behavior
tion training, by next Independence Day. you all may be free
•
from worryirr2 about anv of this!

Wal-Mart heir dies in
iWyoming plane crash

By DEANA WRIGHT
Murray Main Street Director
It's Downtown Time'
Murray Main Street is thrilled to be able
to bring you this informative article once a
month in the Murray Ledger i& Times.
This is our first It's Downtown Time
article and what better way to start off than
to say happy birthday to one of our downtown businesses. Murray Supply, located
at 204 East Main Street and owned by
Larry and Joyce Hurt, is celebrating its
50th Anniversary this month and we are
proud to announce that they are our
Business of the Month.
Murray Supply originated in Murray in
1955 by Galen Thurman. Jr., and W.C.
Elkins and was originally called Murray
Supply has thrived in Murray's historic
downtown. Murray Supply, Inc, started out
as a hardware and plumbing store but over
the years an electrical department and
equipment rental department has been
added.

What's going on downtown
II Saturday Market opens at 7:30 am to
Noon every Saturday Through October 8th
•A new restaurant is coming downtown
and will be opening its doors soon. Watch

fied the Federal Aviation
Administration and National
TraortaLion Safe Board.
it)
titttliahon and a ineorebetihat the
e\gef,_
el..i.
dtrtgest
ma
Monday
died
hoard,
's
company
mental air.1. a plane crash in Wyoming.
iin
Walton. 58. of Jackson. craft, at least
iv
*
". Wyo.. was piloting an ultralight today they
that crashed shortly after takeoff told us there
not
from the Jackson Hole Airport in was
Grand Teton National Park. the going to be
compan said. He was pro- an investigashe
nounced dead at the scene. and tion,"
Grand
said.
crash
n
afternoo
the
of
cause
:..the
Teton
was not known. officials said.
Walton
-... The plane sk as an experimen- rangers will
5,:tal ultralight aircraft v‘ ith a conduct
• small. gasoline-powered engine their own probe, as is done with
and w ings w rapped in fabric any major accident in the park,
similar to hea\ -(iut, sail cloth, she said.
Walton was an Army veteran
- officials said.
served with the Green
who
e
In March. Forbes Magazin
listed John Walton as No. I I on Berets as a medic during the
its list of the world's richest peo- Vietnam War. He was awarded
ple 1k ith a net worth of S18.2 bil- the Silver Star for saving the
lion. He was tied with his broth- lives of several members of his
er Jim. one spot behind his both- unit while under enemy fire,
er Rob, and just ahead of his sis- according to the company. He
attended the College of Wooster
ter Alice and his mother Helen.
Walton joined the board of in Wooster. Ohio, and served as
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. in 1992. a hoard member of the Walton
but did not work for the compa- Family Foundation.
The company said Walton
n.
"We're sad that John Walton, pursued a variety of business
who was well-known and much- interests including working as a
loved in this valley, died doing crop duster in the 1970s and
something that he loved to do. building boats in the 1980s.
which was fly aircraft." said More recently, he had formed a
Joan Anzelmo. a spokeswoman holding company to oversee
various business interests.
for Grand Teton National Park.
Walton is survived by his
"I saw parts of it.- she said of
the plane. "1 didn't realize what wife, Christy, and son, Luke; his
I was seeing at first. It was so mother, Helen; two brothers,
lightweight it looked like a giant Rob and Jim; and a sister, Alice.
Funeral arrangements were
model airplane."
Anzelmo said officials noti- not immediately announced.

' iBENTONVILLE. Ark. (AP)
S.- John Walton. the billionaire
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on of Wal-Mart founder Sam
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•Freedom Fest will be here before you
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Breaking
New Ground

NOW BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
*Will pick up cars

Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS

1850 HWY. 121 SOUT

."-753-5562

NEW PROGRAM!

, 0

•Zero Down Investment Propern
•110% Finacing oil Investment Propern
1-4 UM Properties *lateral Oily Available
LLC.
*Stated hannerstated Aare *Credit Sawn Start* at ON
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You Show tis:

We Show You:
•100% loan. no money doun

•Aserage credit
'Presently Empinyed

"flexible.(mg" mg program
yr
"Excellent fixed rate -

Many other programs. All credit grades!
in 111 N. 12th St.. Suite B • Murray. KY
stop
or
7107
270-753Cr Call

It's a long-term care facility and a sign
of our long term commitment.
long term care
At Murray -Calloway County Hospital, we're committed to our
2 million
residents That's why we're breaking new ground with a S4
64 beds, 14 of
construction project at West View Nursing Home We're adding
ies Providing
which are private, a full-service kitchen, and improved amenit
better care. andfacility enhancements ensures our residents that we are here
for the long term
•••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••1
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MAMA 7,FLORIDA 2

NBA DRAFT

Pick Me! Pick Me!

Braves'ageless
Franco foils Marlins
MIAMI (AP) — Julit Franco seemed to be showing some
signs of slowing down during
April and May.
The 46-year-old Atlanta first
baseman has shown in June
that he clearly can still play
the game.
Franco hit his eighth career
grand slam, a pinch-hit shot,
and Horacio Ramirez pitched
the streaking Braves past the
Florida Marlins 7-2 on Monday night in a game called
during the eighth inning because
of rain.
In his last seven appearances, Franco is hitting .458
with four home runs and 11
RBIs, and is making plenty of
entries on those oldest-to-dowhatever lists.
Earlier this month, he
became the oldest player in
baseball history to have a twohomer game, the oldest in the
last 96 years to steal a base
and, on Monday, extended his
own mark for being the oldest to hit a grand slam.
"For me, nothing gets old,"
Franco said. "You guys (are)
the ones saying, 'He's the oldest guy to
this, the oldest
guy to do ehat.' I don't feel

Ao

old."
And he doesn't look it, either.
Still in super shape, Franco —
no longer a true everyday player, yet Braves manager Bobby
Cox insists he could be — is
hitting .394 in June, nearly
doubling the .217 he put up
in May and dwarfing the .243
he posted for April.
"He is truly amazing at his
age, to do what he does," Cox
said. "Pinch-hitting is one of
the toughest things in the world
a player can do, let alone at
his age. He can do it, and he
can play every day as well. ...
He's just a remarkable specimen of an athlete."
In other NL games, it was:
Houston II, Colorado 5; and
the Los Angeles Dodgers 5,
San Diego 4.
Franco's shot blew the game
open and helped seal the ninth
win in 11 games for Atlanta,
which moved within 2 1/2
games of first-place Washington in the NL East. The Marlins
intentionally
walked
Andruw Jones — whose 24
homers lead the majors — to
load the bases in the eighth,
and Cox summoned Franco to

IN See BRAVES Page 2B
AP Photo

Andrew Bogut talks to reporters during an NBA Draft press conference Monday in New York. Bogut,
who played at Utah, is expected by many to be the No. 1 pick In tonight's NBA Draft.

Likely No. 1 pick Bogut: Don't
compare me to Longley
NEW YORK (AP) —
Andrew Bogut, the Australian
center by way of Croatia
expected to be selected first
in the NBA draft, has made
two things crystal cleat: He
wouldn't mind playing for
Milwaukee, and he doesn't
want to be compared to Luc
Longley.
The 7-foot center plopped
himself down at an interview
table Monday and kept some
distance from the microphones placed in front of
him, though he didn't shy
away from displaying the one
personality trait — outspokenness — that has helped make
him such a unique commod-

ity.
The Milwaukee Bucks
have the first pick, and it
would be a major surprise
if they did not select the 7footer with the chubby, face,
shaggy hair and blue eyes who
played two seasons at Utah
before opting to turn pro.
"I know there's a lot of
beer and cheese there, and that
suits me," Bogut said of the
Wisconsin city where he'll
likely be making his home
for the next five seasons.
Bogut is better associated
with beer and cheese than
the average 20-year-old, but
only because his customers
used to order plenty of each

when he worked as a waiter in a Salt Lake City sportsthemed restaurant to help pay
his rent in college. He said
he chose that line of work
so he could better relate to
the average American.
Soon, it'll be Americans
looking to get a better handle on him.
Bogut's unique blend of
size, skills and smarts will
likely put him atop the pecking order when commissioner David Stern steps to the
podium at Madison Square
Garden on Tuesday night for
the annual processions of
prospects wearing flashy suits
and million-dollar smiles.

Most American fans have
been exposed to very few Australian players, with the bestknown commodity from
Down Under being Longley,
the center who won three
the
with
championships
Chicago Bulls in the 1990s.
But Longley was often
widely dismissed as a "stiff'
whose success was owed to
having the good fortune of
playing alongside Michael
Jordan during the peak of
his career.
Other Australians who
made it to the NBA, including big men Paul Rogers,
See BOGUT Page 28

Williams could go from
sixth man to No. 1 pick
NEW YORK (AP) — Marvin Williams has the talent and
temperament to pull off the odd transition from first player
off the bench in college to first player selected in the NBA
draft.
The gifted, 6-foot-8 forward made a brief but overwhelmingly productive stop at North Carolina on his way to Tuesday night's draft at Madison Square Garden, where he won't
have to wait long to find where he'll be playing next season.
The Bucks hold the first pick and have narrowed their
choices to Williams or Utah center Andrew Bogut, but at
this point it would be an upset if Milwaukee didn't take the
Australian 7-footer.
Next up is the Atlanta Hawks, who seem ready to pounce
on the player the Bucks pass up.
"I'm not worried about whether I go No. 1 or No. 2,"
Williams said Monday as he and about a dozen other prospective first-rounders met with the media at a Manhattan hotel.
"I'm more concerned how I fit in with the team that takes
me.
Fitting in is one of the things Williams did best in his
one year of college.
He was one of the most sought-after players in the country coming out of Bremerton High School in Washington
and probably could have skipped college altogether and been
a first-round draft pick last season.
AP Photo
But he was lured to Chapel Hill by Roy Williams, knowMarvin Williams, one of three University of North
the Tar Heels were loaded and the spotlight would not
ing
round
first
the
Carolina players expected to go in
his.
be
of the NBA Draft, Is surrounded by reporters durMarvin Williams was relegated to sixth-man, deferring to
ing a draft press conference Monday in New York. established stars Sean May, Raymond Felton and Rashad
Williams is projected as one of the top two picks McCants.
in tonight's draft.

Timberwolves hire Chapman as draft consultant
Fomer UK guard hired to
assist vice president of
operations Kevin McHale
MINNEAPOLJS (AP) — The Minnesota Timberwolves have hired former Phoenix
director of basketball operations Rex Chapman to serve as a consultant for Tuesday's NBA draft.
Timberwolves spokesman Mike Cristal-

di said Chapman would assist vice president of basketball operations Kevin
McHale in evaluating talent.
With the 14th selection in the first
round, the Timberwolves are picking in
the lottery for the first time since 1999.
McHale said he is looking for a player
who can make an immediate impact, rather
than a long-term project, to help turn
around a team that plummeted from the
2004 Western Conference finals to missing the playoffs for the first time since

1996.
Chapman starred at Kentucky in college, playing under then-assistant coach
and new Minnesota head coach Dwane
Casey.
Chapman played 12 years in the NBA
and resigned from the Suns on June 15.
Cristaldi also said that McHale is in
negotiations with general manager Jim
Stack on a contract extension Chapman
has been mentioned as a possible replacement for Stack.

AP Photo

American Andy Roddick celebrates his win over Guillermo Coria on Court 1 at Wimbledon Monday. Rodddick won 6-3, 7-6 (1), 6-4.

Roddick reaches
Wimbledon
quarterfinals
England
WIMBLEDON,
(AP) — The last time many
fans saw Andy Roddick with
a trophy, it was falling out of
an overhead bin on an airplane
and hitting him in the head.
The TV ad still airs often,
and Roddick was asked about
it Monday after reaching the
Wimbledon quarterfinals.
"Every place I go, it's the
first time they've ever seen
it," Roddick said. "I've been
watching that thing for a year
now.,,
The second-seeded Roddick
hopes to fly home next week
with his first Wimbledon trophy. He's three wins away and
faces frequent practice partner
Sebastien Grosjean on Wednesday.
It has been 21 months since
Roddick won his only major
title at the 2003 U.S. Open,
but he said he doesn't get
much teasing about the TV ad
for a credit card company.
"Not really — just the question, 'Did you really get hit
in the head with the trophy?"
Roddick said. "It's great. Every
six months I get a new person: 'Did you really get hit
in the head?'
"No."
A lump on the head isn't

the reason Roddick has come
up short in recent major events.
His fortunes turned on a handful of points: Four of his past
six Grand Slam losses have
gone five sets.
That made his second-round.
five-set victory over Daniele
Bracciali especially sweet. He
beat No. 15 Guillermo Coria
6-3, 7-6 (1), 6-4 in the fourth
round Monday and acknowledged the title being on his
mind.
"It's close, but it's far, if
that makes sense," Roddick
said. "I'm not good enough to
overlook the next two matches. I have to get through these
first."
Potential remaining obstacles
include nemesis Roger Federer, who claimed his second
successive Wimbledon title by
beating Roddick in last year's
final. Federer swept 2003
French Open champion Juan
Carlos Ferrero on Monday and
will next play 21st-seeded Fernando Gonzalez, the first
Chilean to reach the men's
quarterfinals since 1985.
"Once every 20 years," Gcit);
zalez said. "I hope that we
don't have to wait 20 more years
to have another one in did
quarters."
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Angels rip
reeling
Rangers

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 .1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY,KY

By The Associated Press
KFBefurray.coni
All of a sudden, the Angels
e-mail: stuart_alexonder kyfbins.com
have a big lead in the AL
West. And if the Texas Rangers
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
want to get back in the race
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Monday's Goma
to win that many in a row speaks
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Cleveland 7. Boston 0
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Austin Herald, Robby Friedrich, (middle row) Zach Cunning
N Y Yankees 6, Baltimore 4
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Tampa Bay 4, Toronto 3
The Angels' winning streak
Atlanta 7, Florida 2, 8 innings, rain
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L.A. Angels 13, Texas 3
are Cody Therrell
Houston 11, Colorado 5
began with a three-game sweep
Rob Friedrich and head coach Mark Vinson. Not pictured
Minnesota 3, Kansas City 1
San Diego 4
5,
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L.A
week.
of second-place Texas last
Tuesday's Gams*
Tussday's Games
and assistant coach Thurman Foster.
Cleveland (Lee 8-3) at Boston (Miller 2They lead the division by 7
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Cubs (C.Zarnbrano 4-4), 705 p.m.
L.A. Angels(Washburn 4-3) at Texas
Cincinnati (Claussen 4-4) at St. Louis
Guerrero had a solo homer
(Wasdin 0-0), 7:05 p.m.
(Mulder 8-5). 7:10 p.m.
give
to
doubles
and two RBI
Kansas City (Howell 1-2) at Minnesota
Houston (Clemens 6-3) at Colorado
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Seattle (Moyer 6-2) at Oakland (Zito 3San Francisco (Schmidt 5-3) at Anzona
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longest active streak by any
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batting .431 (50-for-116) in his
career against Texas, all the
games coming since he left
Montreal to join the Angels
last season.
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Help Ilanisd

Community Youth Services, a provider of community-based residential services to children
with emotional/development disabilities,
intends to operate the following home in compliance with all applicable state and local regulations: 679 Kirksey Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
For more information, contact CYS at (270)
251-2661. CYS, an equal opportunity
provider/employer, does not discriminate on the
basis of age, sex, race, color, national origin or
religion.

WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charley Miller Rd., Almo/Dexter, KY
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays &
Saturdays
8AM-1PM & 4PM-7PM
1111
Starting now until
season end

270-753-5410

SIACAVeRR/ES)
060
Natio
BLUEGRASS Gardens
Daylily
Farm. 684
Crossland Rd, Murray,
Open Tuesday through
Saturday:
10-6.
Daylilies $2.50 and up.

HOMEGROVOI
FRUITS
& VEGETABLES
COPELAND
a

ORCHARDS
Murray

location:
N. 12th,
Boone
Laundry
270-623-8312
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BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
ORIGINAL Reuben is
at Sandra D's Diner,
94E. 293-3816
OUTSIDE Inn Daylily
Nursery. Open TuesSat 7AM-6PM. 1,500
different varieties of
peonies,
daylilies,
hostas, and perennials.
Plant Trade Fair 565
Magness Rd, Hardin.
437-4015, 703-7059
Dental
PRACTICAL
Assisting We are noik
taking applications for
the class which starts
September 10th, 2005.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a new career. Most
dental assistants have
evenings, weekends &
holidays off. For information visit our website
www.BohleDental.com
or call our office (270)
Limited
442-0256.
enrollment! Call Now

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your toyed one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all haw
Furry of Illeethered
Friends,Here at the
Ledger $ Times.

Call 153-1916
Help UMW
DANCERS
eam
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM
EXPERIENCED nail
tech. 270-247-7900

Help UMW
EXPERIENCED Trave
Agent needed. Please
send resume to Far
Lands Travel, 118 West
Broadway, Mayfield,
KY 42066. No phone
calls please.
FULL'lithe'600k piOsidon. Flexible hours.
Some weekends and
holidays
required.
Benefits
available.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton,
2607
Main
St.
EOE/AAE
HOUSEKEEPERS
needed to clean lodging facilities Saturday
only during the summer. Call Susan 4362345 8AM-5PM
LOCAL cabinet shop
looking for part/ full
time help. Must be
dependable.
Experience preferred
required.
but
not
Involves some heavy
lifting. Apply at 605
Maple St.
MANAGEMENT opportunity. Must have excellent people skills, good
work ethic and be willing to train people. For
consideration, either
call Michael Nance
270-527-4515 or send
to:
100
resume
Carriage Lane, Benton,
KY 42025
NETWORK TECHNICIAN, Department of
Industrial
Engineering
TechnologyiTSM. Fulibenefits.
time,
Bachelor's degree in
technology related field
preferred. Must have
expertise in current
systems
operation
(Linux/Windows).
networking,
TCP/IP
Active
Microsoft
cusor
Directory,
support.
tomer/user
Click on *Employment'
a
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Salary $15.32
at:
Apply
hourly.
Resources,
Human
State
Murray
University, 404 Sparks
KY
Murray,
Hall,
42071-3312. An EEO,
WF/D, AA employer.
PAPA John's Pizza is
currently seeking parttime pizza makers &
delivery drivers. If
you're a high energy,
result oriented individual, take this opportunity to join a leader in the
Industry. We offer
employee health insurance, 401K, flexible
hours, pizza discount.
and a fun, friendly work
environment. Apply in
person 656 North 12th
Street, Murray, KY
42071.

OPERATOR B. Fullme, benefits. High
school graduate, three
years related experience at a similar heating and cooling facility
or industrial facility
requiring multi-talented, craft achievements.
Shift: 12 midnight to 8
a.m.
Saturday
through Wednesday.
Click on "Employment'
a
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Salary $9.76
hourly.
Apply
at:
Human
Resources,
Murray
State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall,
Murray,
KY
42071-3312. An EEO,
WF/D employer.
PAINTERS needed. At
least 5 years residential experience. Call
270-443-6735 9AM6PM
PAINTERS needed. At
least 5 years residential experience. Call
270-443-6735 9AM6PM
PART time housekeeping. Murray
Plaza
Hotel. Apply in person
only.
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company willyain, Call
Sam-lern,only! 1- .
800-578-8799
Retail
Work close to home
at our store in the
,
Murray area
Want a short commute? Chances are
you live near one of
our stores. And, with
a new store opening
17
hours
every
nationwide over the
5
years,
next
Walgreen offers plenty of career opportunities, too. We currently have the following FULL TIME
opportunities.
ALL POSITIONS
for
3rd Shift Overnight
• Service Clerk
• Management Trainee
(College degree
pref'd)
If you are a customerfocused, responsible
individual who wants
a job close to home
with a fast-growing,
established company
and a friendly, diverse
work environment,
join our team. We
offer: • Competitive
salaries • Flexible
schedules (Wknd &
Eve. hrs.)• Full benefits at 30+ hrs/wk •
Great advancement
•
potential
Comprehensive
training • Profit
sharing • Employee
discounts
Please CALL Judy
Thompson at: 270762-9150; or Email
to:
resumes
mgr.09150i@store.wa
Igreens.com. We welcome individuals of
diverse talents and
backgrounds.
Walgreens promotes
and supports a drug
free workplace. EOE
VVALGREENS

iCletiewe

Kelp *anted

Lecturer. School of Agricuure, Murray State University.
This is a 9 month non-tend,@ track position.
Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Agricultural
Systems Technology !Mechanization or related field.
Master's Degree in Agriculture Systems Technology Or
related field and at least 2 years of documented successful leaching or extension experience required
General background and work experience within the
area
of
Agriculture
Systems
broad
Technology/Mechanization preferred.
Doctorate in
Agricultural Systems Technology or related field or signiNcant progress and/or documented plan to finish
Doctorate in Agricultural Systems Technology preferred.
Demonstrated skills in communications, human relaNMI and leadership in the field of Agriculture Systems
Technology preferred. Responsibilities. Course load of
12 hours per semester including courses in metal work.
internist combustion engines, electricity, surveying,
buildings and construction and agricultural safety.
Advise students arid student organizations. Participate
in research and scholarly activities and serve on committees Teaching styles and methods must emphasize
hands-on practical educational learning experiences for
students. Provide service support to agriculture.
Application Deadline: July 5, 2005 To Apply. Send letter of application with vita, transcnpts, three current letters of recommendation to Agricultural Systems
Technology Search. ATTN. Ms Amy McKinney, School
of Agriculture, Murray State University, 103 South
Oakley Applied Science, Murray Kentucky 42071-3345.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an equal educational and employment opportunity, Iii4/F/D. AA employer.

PHYSICAL THERAPIST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a fulltime PT to join our growing and busy rehab
department. We are seeking a PT that can grow
with the department and expand the services
already offered. Positions also available in
&Cute care, skilled care, and'home heelth.:Tbe
candidate must be licensed in Tennessee.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental, retirement, and a sign-on bonus. Interested candidates should send a resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a fulltime OT to join our growing and busy rehab
department. We are seeking an OT that can
grow with the department and expand the services already offered. The candidate must be
licensed in Tennessee.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental, retirement, and a sign-on bonus. Interested candidates should send a resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
gowenWhcmc-tn org
Equal Opportunity Employer

ACCOUNT
REPRESENTATIVE
We have openings for 2-3
Representatives in the local area.
$30-$35K + full benefits. Taking calls
Mon., Tues. & Wed. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
759-5910 ask for Doug Smith.
E0E/MF

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS NEEDED
08/02/05 to 10/02/05
08/08/05 to 12/20/05
Wages: minimum of $8.17/hr. 75% of
hours listed on job order guaranteed.
All tools provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation and
subsistence paid when 50% of contract
is met. Contact local state Employment
Service Office.

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H 759-9553
HOME based daycare
has openings for children. Provider has
CPR & First Aid training
as well as an educational background in
child development Full
time rates are $80/wk.
*759-4649
HOUSECLEANING.
Good lob, city only
753-0331

Detail
MIRACLES
and
housecleaning
construction clean up.
26 years experience.
References If interested. please call 7679428
good
a
NEED
Housecleaning? Call
753-1016

WILL clean houses
Call Linda 0 270-7670778
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling,
etc. Walls, floors. winetc
dows,
Experienced-Valerie
436-5914

Licensed Psychological Practitioner 1
The Kentucky Department of Juvenile Justice is seeking applications for the above positions at the Mayfield Youth Development
Center in Mayfield, Kentucky (Graves County).
Certified Psychologist/Psychological Associate/Licensed
Psychological Practitioner 1
Special Requirements:(100% Qualifying) Must be certified or be
permitted to practice psychology on a temporary basis by the
Kentucky Board of Examiners of Psychology as a Certified
Psychologist, Psychological Associate or Licensed Psychological
Practitioners. For additional information refer to:
http://162.114.413/KRS/319-00/CHAPTER.HTM
Salary: (MM-Mid)$2717.50 - $3600.20 per month
The deadline to submit applications is July 15, 2005. Submit applications to Bryan Bacon, Department of Juvenile Justice, 3179 State
Route 45 South, Mayfield, KY 42066, 270/247-3237. For application information, you may contact the Personnel Cabinet at 200
Fair Oaks Lane, Suite 517, Frankfort, KY TTY: 502/564-4306. or
visit the Personnel Cabinet's website: http://personnelly.gov. An
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D.

SALES SUPPORT/ BILLING/ AR
Must be eager to learn, have strong work
ethic, and enjoy providing excellent
service to clients. Knowledge of Excel
and Word required. Full time with health
benefits. 8am-Spm. Send resume to: P.O.
Box

934,

INZA
I1.11

Noe Waned

Certified Psychologist/Psychological Associate

AGRICULTURE SYSTEMS TECNOLOGY
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Articles
For Sale
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h,
Murray.
NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 1850 ST RT 121
South. 753-5562
USED carpeting. electric baseboard heaters,
refngerators, air conditioners, stoves and
doors 753-4109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
WILL pay cash for vinyl
recordings in good condition. Terrapin Station.
753-8926
Articles
For SW
(9) 30x30 trusses to
garage with built ou
room for upstairs. Fo
upstairs: 30x15. New
$150. Asking $90. Call
for immediate possession 436-5492
120 landscape retaining wall blocks, $75.
150 landscape edging
bricks, $120. Call 7530270
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $200
each. 270-492-8614
CLEARANCE Sale, All
RCA big screen TVs
reduced.
drastically
Visit us at Beasley
Antenna & Satellite,
500 N. 4th St., or call
759-0901. Business
hours 9-5 Mon-Fri, 912 Sat
DIRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms. Total Choice
w/local channels only
$29.99 for 3 months Of
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901 or
887-455-0901
STRAW for sale $2 a
bale. 489-2436, if no
answer leave MOSsage

FREE
HBO
Showtime.
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade. Get the top
60 channels including
local networks for
$1999 per rno plus get
8 channels of HBO &
of
10
channels
Showtime free for 3
months. For more into,
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
MAKITA 12" combination saw: 14kt diamond
solitaire ring: 14kt bangle slide bracelet: 14kt
opal earrings and necklace. 753-4311
MOVING Sale: washer
$75, dryer $20, chest
freezer $75, lawn tractor $400. Various odd
end tables and book
shelves. Call 753-9014
RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1,000'. 15 cents per ft.
Phone wire, all types
antennas, scanners.
XM & Sirius satellite
radios. High quality at
low prices. Come by
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
St or call 759-0901
USED lumber Tongue
and grove pine, doors,
windows and more
752-0169
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves, size 16, $200.
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM.

Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
. Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713

DAYLILIES
Hundreds to select
from. Potted: $3.50
Select group $1.00
each.
The Daylily Garden
Puryear, TN
(West of Mint Mart)
Monday-Saturcisr0-6
Sunday 1-5 "riding
SNAPPER
mower, 9HP (B&S). 28
inch, w/ catcher (like
new) and Craftsman
edger/trimmer, 4HP.
1305 Olive Blvd. 7534825
Sports Equipment
EXERCISE equipment
Platinum XP800 digita
resistance up to 380
lbs. Multiple exercises,
like new. $350. Band
Flex Gym LT 2000, 3
resistance bands, $50.
Call 489-2540 or 2937449

KELLEY'S
MUSIC LESSONS
ALL Instruments
1111 Poplar St.
15 yrs exp. UK degr
978-1961 cell
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
0 down with your deed'
Act now while interest
rates are at their lowBaker
Keith
est.
Homes, Paris.
731-644-0012, 800533-3568
16X80 Fleetwood 3BR.
2BA. Large living room,
kitchen/dining combo.
w/breakfast bar & utility
room A/C unit, stove,
dishwasher,
fridge,
washer & dryer. 2937116/759-9359
1997 Cavalier 16x84
bath
3BR,
2
Appliances, extremely
nice & clean We deityor & set up (270)4892525
REPO: 3 Bedroom. 2
Bath, Fireplace Huge
Master Bed & Bath!'
Low payments' Call
today'(731) 584-9429
2-0
Noble Nosesfor SW

platform
LA-Z-BOY
recliner rocker. Dark
maroon leather, practically new. $200 OBO
by June 30th 7533399

1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br,
2bths. garden tub, fireplace. 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/seli
of home Must sell
$22,500 or best offer''
753-9107 or 978-1672
1998 Southem Energy
home, like new, 1 elderly owner, 16x80, 3br,
2bath, Vinyl siding,
shingled roof, includes
tires, axles. $23.000.
437-4721
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1.000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
2005 SALE
New
Fleetwood
Doublewide,
3
BEDRM, 2 BX.0-1,
priced to move;lat
$2,005.00 over invoice.
Only $22,695. Come to
Keith Baker 'Homes
Paris
(731)644-0012, 1-800533-3568
3 BEDROOM,2 BATH
ON 1 ACRE NEAR
KENTUCKY
LAKE:
N.B. Forrest Park &
Harmons Creek!'(731)
584-9429
FURNISHED display
Residential
home
appeal inside and out.
Drywall. 8' ceilings
Thermopane
Lowe
windows. quality &
craftsmanship.
Was
$66,797, now $59,995.
Keith Baker Homes,
Paris. 731-644-0012,
800-533-3568
NEW 2.200 Sq. ft.
home. 4 bedrm. 2 bath.
2x6 sidewalls. 8 ceilings. Thermopane windows. Special otter
$59,995. Free furnishings.
Keith
Baker
Homes, Pans, 731644-0012. 800-5333568
REDUCED MOBILE
home and lot, $13.500
753-6012
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE OVER PAYMENTS- on 16x70, 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath SW'
only
Payments
$304imonth 1
(731)
584-9429
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
and
2
Bedrooms
Baths? Both pnced in
the $50's Call 731642-6438 today,
'

2BR, $255 753-6012
2BR.
2BA
(270)527-8808
NICE 2BR
753-9866

$300

No pets

SMALL 2BR $235 plus
deposit. No pets. 738582

LOTS for rent. 753
9866
LOTS including sew.er
and water. Hardin area
270-527-8808

1
1[ 11111
able Homes For Soki71

Starks Bros.
Mobile Home Parts ti Supplies

Antlques
ANTIQUE Shaker style
cupboard,
baker's
$os 753-0270

527-310S • I -S110-455-30111
I", „,. \I I
1 iii
ii
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CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
Thurs., June 30, 2005 •5 p.m.
Old Uncle Jeff's Bldg.• Murray
(Acrossfrom Dwain Taylor Chevrolet)
Primitive Furniture and Tables, Old Dexter Corn Sheller, Jelly Cabinet,
Old Treadle Singer Sewing Machines, McCoy Pieces, Crocks, Jugs, Speas
Jar, Oak Wash Stand, Wooden Boxes, Kerosene Cook Stove, Fire King
Pieces. China, Milk Cans, and much, much more.
Nish us on the aeh!

STILL AVAILABLE.„.....
1X1 CONSITENCY AD.
ONLY $75.00 PER
MONTH. CALL

&JIMA

LB

FOR DETAILS

Real Estate & Auction
.1.11.111M. Lovett 1(entucky 42061
(270)674-5523 Of (270)705-0763
EMAIL TwoLFar
ree /48-740-52
014 Fax .
(270017
.
4-,5517

(e.

!
n. c ift)
Cr
=

FRANKUN J. WILKERSON,(270)6744680
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER

OUR Service doesn't cost if PAYS!
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartment.
Clean and nice, all
appliances including
w/d. No pets. 270-4365496

, Bing in
Feeling of secluded countr)
this beautiful cur)4 Kir , 2 ha log
home in mini condition. minutes from
mem Potential duplex $119.900,
Countr!, loong & horse losers retreat
ust 15 minutes from town 4 bdr . 2
ba. open hoot plan 5 ax:res. four
fenced tor horses 587,500

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109

1,2 & 38R apts available for immediate
occupancy Please call
753-8221

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

1B1R apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mer-Cal Realty. 7534444.

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

1BR. 1 bath studio.
$335 month, 2BR. 1
bath. washer & dryer,
$4.10 month 753-7559

PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes)
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1BR, 1 bath washer &
dryer, $325 month
753-7559
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118
ACCEPTING applications,
1BR
suite.
Refrigerator,
stove,
dishwasher, washer,
dryer wood deck. No
pets. Deposit $350.
Rent 53351mo. 2936060. 435-4040

icli

mmercial Prop
For Sale

DUPLEX in 8-3 area.
Perfect for small business. 293-8462
Commerical Prop. For Rent

28R condominims.
Story Avenue. All
app)iances.
$ 450 /month.
(2701767-9948, apply
at 2104 Country Rd.,
Southwest Villa

BUSINESS rent 715
South 12th Street
1.400 square feet.
$700 753-1252 7530606

FOR your choice of 2br
apts, newly decorated
prime location Call
Garland Rentals 7532905

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty of parking, near
Judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat

FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360" month. Call
753-1970.
Leave
Message.

METAL building 406
Sunbury
Circle
40'x48', insulated 12'
walls, 2 overhead
doors, gas heat, 1 year
lease. $400 per month
Call (270)436-2935

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointmen)
753-8221

OFFICE space, Village
Center. 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq.
ft.753-7559
VERY large warehouse
or shop 7,100 square
feet on approximately 3
acres. Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting.
excellent location. The
building is divided and
can be leased by section. Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

.RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 1BR, 1
gath, central H/A, all
appliances with W/D.
location. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit,
pets. 753-2905_

great

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

Houses For Rent
2i3R, 1BA. Very
gcation
in
References
*posit required.
8462

Pets & Supplies

nice
city.
and
293-

Ef miles north. $350
plus deposit. No pets.
753-8582
44 Hazel, 48R, 2BA
with large garage.
oivailable on Juty 1st.
1750 month. 1st, last &
required.
sbcurity
(P70)492-8108
lJ town 3BR. $395
njonth plus deposit. No
ptets. 753-5109

2 lots with restnctions
1.5 acres & 1 acre 5
miles north or Murray
752-7312
FOR Sale Lot: Oak Dr.
Lynn Grove, 0.432
acres, chain link fence
in back, Murray Natural
Gas and Water. Call
435-4788 759-8700

52 acres located on
Faxon Rd. Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood.
Ideal for hunting or
secluded living. Could
be divided into smaller
tracts. $49,590. Call
Kopperud Reatty 7531222 for details. MLS#
26018
Homes For Sate
1713 Olive Street
Hardwood floors, new
roof, windows; hea11/19
and air, Closetmaid
closets and custom
window
coverings.
Great fence in backyard. Call 293-2490 or
436-2137
2 bedroom A-frame
house on 497 off 94E
By Kentucky lake.
$15,000
Joe (270)
853-4517
2 story cedar house,
4BR, 3BA, 2 car
garage, steel building.
work shop, pond, dock
& gazebo, 1.7 acres.
753-2850 after 5PM.
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray. Former
Pets. Pals, and
Pumpkins location.
753-9075,
227-2193
2BR
with
vertical
duplex behind. Great
investment. $65,000
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
CANTERBURY
Subdivision.
1553
Dr.,
48R,
Oxford
2.5BA, LR, DR, K, den,
utility room. bonus
room for kids, 30x36
garage, fenced backyard. approx. 3,700
sq.ft. city school district. 759-1506, 2934183

Red Est*

HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties. Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8823

Circa( 1mi:stink:lit.

470
Motorcycies & ATY's

plus stir‘c:c..i..1
lots. PossilvIc
iitanciti.

(270) 753-6012

Ram
1999 Dodge
1500, red $3,900. 1995
Grand Prix SE, 2dr.
$2,900. 2004 Chrysler
Town & Country van
18,xxx miles, $13,500.
1991 Nissan 240 sx,
nice $2,900. 753-1522,
293-3124

Igu vve
500

Used Trucks
'03 white GMC Sierra
SLT Loaded with tan
leather, XM stereo,
speakers, towing package, 31.000 miles
270-753$22,000
7300
510

Campers
Acreage

2004 (new) Vento
Phantom R41 moped
Must see $2,300 7531522. 293-3124

1998 Jayco Designe
5th wheel. 37ft. 3 slide
outs, excellent condi
hon. 753-4882
520
Bolts & Motors
WATER'S Edge RV
Park and Marina. 10
miles outside Murray
on Blood River and
Kentucky
Lake.
Covered and uncovered slips available.
Call 270-436-5321
1972 15 foot Cutter,
fiberglass boat, motor,
& trailer, $300. 2270472
530
Services Offered
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters,
A-1
Lambs
Tree
'Service: Hauling. Junkcleanup, gutter cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt'?"
753-5827

CONCRETE finishing
Driveways, sidewalks,
etc. 752-0500, 7593229
CUSTOM Tractor,
Work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging.
Free estimates Gerald
L. Carroll, owner. 4926159 or 293-0163
DAVE'S Lawn Care
One free mowing
& lots of other services Free estimates
227-0480
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Ask about our painting
special
293-5438

Mower
MOODY'S
Repair pick-up & deliver. 753-5668
Quality
PAINTING.
work. Danny Robinson.
226-9353

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
DREAM
Makers
Construction.
New
construction,
home
remodeling and framing. 25 years expenence in commercial
and residential building. Free estimates.
Call Tony Duncan,
(270)753-3822 or 8534848
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

Qt

i.I\I
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RESICOM
Contractors, LLC.
Residential
Commercial. Custom
concrete countertops,
metal roofs, pole barns,
decks.
Insurance
claims welcome. 270227-2115, 270-4365764

trimming, hedges &
bushes
trimmed
Gutters cleaned out.
leaf removal, landscaping 489-2689 or 1-888489-2689
BA.CONSTRUCTION
roofing, int/ext
painting, vinyl siding, concrete work
Free estimates
759-1873•556-5736
•

JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal.Spring cleaning, clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etc. (270)489-2583
PAINTING. 767-9037

Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
David Gallnore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.
YARDS to mow. Free
estimates. (731)2476189

1900 N. 12th
Murray, KY
753-7650
Bookkeeping - Payroll - Taxes
Small Business & Personal
No Account Is Too Small!!

UGLY ROOF STAINS

APPLIANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPERIENCE
(270) 226-9398
(270)492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) _293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279

r NEON BEAC
MINI-STORA
'All Size Units
Available
•Now Hay
Climate

753-

AUTRY
ROOFING
01 GMC Jimmy 4x4
loaded, 62K mites
Excellent vehicle. 761
2356
1998
Mercury
Mountaineer, good
condition Please call
767-9948

2001 Pontiac Grand
Prix GT. CO. Sun-roof,
55,000 miles. Asking
$10,000. 489-6260
'91 Lincoln Continental.
752-0169

ROBY AUTRY
67-9597• 731-586-444,
Cell 731-234.6875

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CARPORTS Starting
at $675 installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
LAYTON
Hudson
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213

A WA Y. Roof-Brite®
Sin& 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449

1-888-272-7003 WWW ARBROOF COM
PARKER EXCAVATING
New Concord, KY
Bruce Parker
(270) 293-,3252
(270) 436-2969
TOPSOIL, BANK GRAVEL,
WH1TEROCK, DEMOLITION
LISCENSED & INSURED
10 YRS. EXPERIENCE

David's Cleaning
Services
"We

Specialize in Cleaning

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hoil Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

V
.

DEADLINE
'Mee., June 28 at 3PM
Wed., June 29 at 11AM
Wed., June 29 at 3PM
Thurs., June 30 at 11AM
Fri., July 1 at 10AM
Fri., July 1 at 2PM

ILEDGER&TIMES
0 MURRAY

Contract Bridge
Nothing Succeeds Like Success
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+82
Q 75
•Q 6 3
•A K Q 4 2
WEST
EAST
+1095
+63
AJ1064
K 98 3 2
•.1 9 5 4
* K 10 8
*7
41 9 3
SOUTH
4AKQ174
•
•A 7 2
410 8 6 5
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
1 V
I,
1*
2V
Pass
Pass
6*
Opening lead - three of hearts.
Bridge is mostly a game of hard
rules and cold percentages, but it
nevertheless offers a lot of room for
ingenuity. For example, consider this
deal where declarer found a simple
solution to an awkward problem that
threatened to send his slam down the
drain.
He ruffed East's ten of hearts at
trick one and drew three rounds of
trumps, discarding a heart from

dummy as East likewise discarded a
heart. Declarer then cashed the A-K
of clubs and was naturally disappointed when the jack did not appear.
This left the club suit hopelessly
blocked, and there seemed to be no
way to cash dummy's fifth club and
discard one of his two diamond losers.
Without that essential discard,
declarer's only alternative appeared
to be to try to make an extra trick in
diamonds by leading toward
dummy's queen. If West had the
king, the contract would be secure,
but if the queen lost to East's king, as
it would have in the actual case, the
slam would go down.
However, declarer had no desire to
bank all his hopes on the location of
the diamond king, and instead found
a way to overcome the blockage in
the club suit. At tnck seven, with the
Q-4-2 of clubs still in dummy opposite his 10-8, he led dummy's queen
of hearts and discarded a club on it!
West won with the king, but there
was nothing he could do to stop
South from scoring the rest of the
tricks. Declarer could win any return.
lead his remaining club to the queen
and discard the 7-2 of diamonds on
the 4-2 of clubs to bring home the
slam.

kyJaciusU.sIar
David's Home Horoscopes
BIRTHDAY
for other mind exercise.
Improvement HAPPY
GARDEN of E,den
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Wednesday, June 29, 2005:
Lawn Cate. ktilitilltioder4,1*Ansaikmaiiit.,
.siokth..smseiwraik......edsaltate4Masin to a key associ-

DOZER-TRACKHOE-TRUCHING
TVVO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125.000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

293

Ns Mired

2000 Toyota Sienna
van CE, 49K miles
Excellent
condition,
one owner 761-2356
1994 Pontiac Transport
van $1,400 753-1072

1. 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606

kittens

tviii

glad to help.
,irray Ledger & Tim
270-753-1916

If you have any questions, please call
JiH or Julie at (270)753-1916

ES

Used Cars

Four Genwanons Serving Your Auction & Real Estate Needs Since 1930

FREE
5423

ISSUE
Thurs., June 30
Fri., July 1
Sat., July 2
Shopping Guide
Mies., July 5
Wed., July 6

(270) 7534916.

oin
,nsi www,
ALCMS!
Frankton Greg Wolkerson (270)674-5946
APPRENTICE AUCTIONEER
Nathan Wilkerson 270-7064781 Ir
Toni Charts 270-247-2734
APPRENTICE AuCTiONEER
SALES ASSOCIATE

C.iii (is

nue to Independence Day,
the classified
deadlines have changed
to the following:

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

wilkersonauction.com

COL PAUL WILICIRSON & SONS
*unsay

SIMMONS'S carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

ate or partner, especially when
this person has suggestions that
will make your daily life work bettickets or bingo, but never risk ter.
Sometimes you need to push
beyond your means. You gain harder. Revise your thinking if
financially through others. Your need be. In fact, you'll gain a new
professional and public lives perspective. Tonight: Exchange
could take up much of your time. ideas with a partner.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You will gain because of your
focus and abilities. Work and *** Others seek you out with
daily life take priority. Use good news you'll want to hear. You find
sense with your health habits a loved one especially desirable.
that someone could be
and physical exercise, and see Realize
the wool over your eyes.
the doctor for regular checkups. pulling
Ask
more
questions, and
If you are single, your home life observe the body language as
is very important to you, and you well as the answers. Tonight:
want to share it with others. Late Accept an invitation out.
fall or winter, you could meet SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
someone quite important and *** Give that extra push at
special. Explore this relation- work or in your daily routine. You
ship. It will have possibilities. If might have an idea you are
you are attached, you seem more mulling over. Be careful if it
involves an investment. Asking
into being a couple than usual. for
a pay raise or promotion
Late fall, you become especially might be a whole
different issue.
snuggly. ARIES is an anchor.
A boss might be receptive.
Tonight: Push into the wee
The Stars Show the Kind of hours.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: 21)
***** You cannot help but
1-Difficult
share what you think and feel.
Make that OK, because you
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
seem to have some unusual
***** Share your ideas in a
meeting or with key associates. ideas. Let your creativity flow into
Others are nothing but enthusi- the different realms of your life.
Be careful with your innate flirtaastic. You get the go-ahead and
tiousness. Tonight: Take a midfeel good about the support and
week break.
general enthusiasm you receive.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You might need to do some
research. Tonight: Your wish is *** Deal with family. You might
find that money slips right
another's command.
through your hands. Be careful.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Much needs to happen, You might want to add to your
home or make an investment
but let someone else carry the
that feels good. Don't. Wait. Take
ball. You intuitively know how to
your time. Tonight: Relax at
handle a superior. Do just that. A
home.
partner changes his or her tune.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Tonight: Take some time for your***** Your unusual ideas
self.
•-,,,,come out. Others might need to
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Though others could "sear some of your thoughts.
Retum calls: schedule meetings.
be reactive, you get solutions
from a specific individual. In fact, By all means, stay up-to-date on
news. Use your sixth sense in a
this person might wish he or she
was as innovative as you. conversation. Tonight: Find your
favorite person.
Discussions bring mutuality and
a new understanding. Tonight: PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your intuition comes
Out.
through in a financial matter.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Check in with someone you
**** Responsibilities fall on
you, whether you like it or not. admire and care about. You gain
Revamp your plans in order to a new perspective from this perget the job done. If you want son. Listen, because this person
knows more than you. Tonight:
some inspiration, tap into a speFun doesn't need to cost.
cial creative friend. Accept new
technology, if possible. Tonight: A
BORN TODAY
must appearance.
Actor, singer Nelson Eddy
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might not be clear- (1901),
actress
Amanda
Donohoe (1962), actor Roscoe
ly seeing someone who's significant to your life. Do your best to 'Fatty' Arbuckle (1933)
•••
see this person realistically,
Jacqueline
because he or she could only fall
Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/A•nvw.jacquooff his or her pedestal. Detach
and take a new look at those linebigar.com.
close to you. Tonight: Get into a (c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
game of Scrabble, or do some
money -- but not your money.
You could do well with lottery

f
JIa-a...410 V
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How to handle
a hernia
DEAR DR. GOTT: A year
ago, I was diagnosed with an
inguinal hernia that I ultimately had repaired. Last week,
my family
doctor said I
have another weakness
in the wall
and I will
develop a
hernia within a year or
two. Other
Dr. Gott than avoiding heavy
lifting, he
By
no
Dr. Peter Gott gave
direction.
Are there exercises I can do
to strengthen the muscles, or
is it too late and is surgery
again unavoidable?
DEAR READER: In the
male embryo, the testicles
develop in the abdominal cavity and descend through channels called the "inguinal canals"
into the scrotum at the time
of birth. Ordinarily, the inguinal
canals close and fuse slut after
the testicles descend.
However, as men age and
their tissues sag, one or the
other inguinal canal may open
and stretch, allowing a portion of the intestine (or intestinal covering) to herniate (protrude) into the canal, perhaps
even into the scrotum itself.
Such inguinal hernias are
common.
They cause a soft lump,
which may occasionally be
painful, to appear in the groin.
Small hernias do not need treatment. However, they tend to
enlarge. Then a "knuckle" of
intestine can become strangulated (wedged) in the canal.
Because of swelling and
pressure, this "knuckle" may
be deprived of its blood supsurgery
emergency
ply;
becomes a necessity to prevent gangrene of the bowel
and other serious complications.
This constant and unpredictable threat of strangulation

Backyard pet cemetery gives way LooldogBack
10 years ago
to new homeowner's pool
Published is a picture

DEAR ABBY: Your answer
makes many men with inguinal
to Brenda in Lakeland, Fla.,
hernias opt to have the weakwho asked whether she should
ness repaired before an emerleave dead pets buried in her
gency operation is required.
yard when she moves to anothThe surgery is relatively
er home, was off base.
easy, but has one drawback: The
I thought
hernia may recur. Evidently, this
my
pets
is what happened to you. If
were safely
your doctor is correct, your
buried under
inguinal canal is once again
a tree five
weakening; with time; you may
years
ago
develop another hernia.
we
when
Repeat surgery is not a necour
sold
essary option at this time. You
home. Two
can safely wait until a hernia
years ago, I
appears. If you avoid heavy
Dear Abby drove by my
lifting and straining, you may
old house
not need surgery for years,
and, to my
By Abigail
because these activities accelhorror, saw
Van Buren
erate the development of a herthat the tree
nia.
had been torn out and a swimUnfortunately, there are no
ming pool now sat where we
exercises or treatments that will . buried my beloved "Prince."
strengthen the inguinal canal. The poor thing probably ended
You and your doctor should
up in a landfill or a freeway
periodically monitor the situabase. Fortunately, before we
tion and make a decision about
moved, I had dug up another
surgery if and when the time
precious dog and had his
is appropriate.
remains cremated. He will go
To give you related inforwith me when I go.
mation, I am sending you a
I urge anyone who loves a
copy of my Health Report "An
departed pet and who is movInformed Approach to Surgery." ing to always cremate. With real
Other readers who would like
estate as valuable as it is, you
a copy should send a long, can't trust any land to remain
self-addressed, stamped enveuntouched by developers. The
lope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. house I grew up in was in
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. the country in 1955. MillionBe sure to mention the title.
dollar homes now sit on that
same acreage. My advice is
to cremate pets and have them
Doctor Gott is a practicing
buried with you when the time
physician and the author of comes. -- WE'RE ALL GOING
the new book "Live Longer, TOGETHER
IN
GARLive Better: Taking Care of DENVILLE, NEV.
Your Health After 50" (Quill
DEAR GOING TOGETHDriver Books, www.quilldriverER: Please accept my symbooks.com).
pathy. The responses I have
received to that letter have
Copyright 2005, Newspabeen varied, but all have been
per Enterprise Assn.
heartfelt. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I agree with
If readers would like to conyou that the remains should stay
tact Dr. Gott, they may write
where they are. However, I have
him through your newspaper
a suggestion to offer that will
or send their mail directly to
help her feel as though her
Dr. Gott c/o United Media, pets are still with her.
200 Madison Ave., 4th fl., New
When my parents moved
York, NY 10016.
from our childhood home where
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of
friends and neighbors of Derre! Wilson who was killed
recently while erecting a tobacco barn, who gathered for a
lunch break while they harvested the 250 acres of planted crops of Wilson.
Murray Training School
Class of 1945 held its 50-year
reunion with a dinner held in
the Commonwealth room of
Murray State University Curtis Center.
Births reported include a
girl to Cynthia and Leonard
Edmonson, June 21; a girl to
Lou Ann and Gary Mayfield,
June 22; a girl to Kristen and
Curtis Raleigh, June 23.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Darwin Kelsey, director of
National Boy Scout Museum,
and Jerry Keathley, director of
scouting for Boy Scouts of
America for Kentucky and Tennessee, discussed the new museum during Heritage Campfire
Caravan's stopover in Murray.
The photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude L.
Miller were married for 50 years
June 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Alpha Ford
were married for 59 years June
26.
Births reported include a
girl to Daryl and Karen Coles
and a girl to Rick and Rita
Timmons, June 24; a boy to
Darrell and Mary Wilson, June
25.
30 years ago
Alvis Calhoun, 17, died June
27 at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. His death was from
injuries sustained 24 hours
before after a car while he
was working on fell on him.
Murray-Calloway County
Area Vocational Education Center has been accredited by the
Kentucky Board of Education

for the period, July 1. 1975,
to June 30, 1976.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Easley
will be married 50 years July
4.
Clara M. Eagle of Murray
State University is one of the
many exhibitors at the annual
Arts & Crafts Festival being
held at the Environmental Education Center in the Land
Between the Lakes today and
tomorrow.
40 years ago
Over 6,000 hot dogs were
consumed by the staff, employees and their families at the
annual picnic held by the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company on June 26 at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Air Controlman Airman Paul
R. Heise Jr., USN, son of Navy
Lt. (ret.) and Mrs. Paul R.
Heise, recently graduated from
the United States Naval
Preparatory School at Bainbridge, Md.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Humphreys and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Dick.
The Rev. Randolph Allen is
serving as pastor of Northside
Baptist Church.
50 years ago
Residents of Calloway County received $420,314 in May
under the Kentucky's three public assistance programs. Old
Age assistance was $17,863,
Aid to Dependent Children was
$2,304, and Aid to Needy Blind
was $147.
Six persons were arrested
for public drunkenness and two
for driving while drunk by
the Murray City Police over
the weekend, according to City
Judge Bob McCuiston.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Julian Holley.

our three family dogs were
buried, my brother gathered
some dirt from their burial site
along with three large rocks.
At my parents new home, he
buried the dirt and marked the
spot with the rocks, representing each beloved dog. This
way they are close to our lamily, while staying where they
lived their lives. -- ALISON
IN BOTHELL, WASH.
DEAR ALISON: Now that's
what I call a workable compromise.
DEAR ABBY: Sorry, but I
don't agree about leaving the
pets buried in the back yard
when the family moves. Imagme the trauma when the new
owner's kids accidentally dig
up one of them. Instead, they
should contact their veterinarian or the health department
about proper disposal of their
pets. -- GUS IN WOODSTOCK, ILL,
DEAR GUS: Trauma?
Much would depend upon how
old the children were. A young
child might be frightened; an
older child might be curious
-- especially if he or she was
with friends when it happened.
DEAR ABBY: You advised
leaving the pet's remains where
they are. My husband and I
couldn't bring ourselves to do
it. When we moved three years
ago, we exhumed our beloved
schnauzer's remains (his ashes
were buried in a container in
our yard) and took the contamer and headstone with us.
We find it comforting knowing he's nearby, and he now
has a lovely new spot in our
new yard. -- LU IN JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
DEAR LU: If his presence
brings you comfort, more power
to you.
DEAR ABBY: I buried my
pet bird in my back yard many
years ago and installed a concrete marker. That marker,dated
June 1944, now rests in my
daughter's garden, hundreds of
By The Associated Press
miles away, and still looks as
Today is Tuesday, June 28, the 179th day of 2005. There
good as new. It no longer are 186 days left in the year.
marks my bird's burial place,
Today's Highlight in History:
but rather a place in our famOn June 28, 1914, Austrian Archduke Francis Ferdinand and
ily's heart. Your answer was his wife, Sofia, were assassinated in Sarajevo by a Serb nationperfect. -- LARRY IN EMERY, alist — the event which triggered World War I.
On this date:
DEAR LARRY: Your letIn 1491, England's King Henry VIII was born at Greenter echoes one I received from wich.
Pam C. of Duluth, Ga., who
In 1778, "Molly Pitcher" (Mary Ludwig Hays) carried water
wrote: "Tell Brenda to take to American soldiers at the Revolutionary War Battle of Monthe markers but leave the ani- mouth, N.J.
mals. The markers will mean
In 1836, the fourth president of the United States, James
nothing to the next owner, but Madison, died in Montpelier, Va.
they will bring her warmth
In 1838, Britain's Queen Victoria was crowned in Westminevery time she sees them in ster Abbey.
her next yard. I've been there
In 1919, the Treaty of Versailles was signed in France, endand done thai"
ing the First World War.
••
•
In 1939, Pan American Airways began regular trans-Atlantic
air service.
In 1950, North Korean forces captured Seoul, South Korea.
In 1978, the Supreme Court ordered the University of California at Davis Medical School to admit Allan Bakke, a white
man who had argued he was a victim of reverse racial discrimination.
In 1996, The Citadel voted to admit women, ending a 153year-old men-only policy at the South Carolina military school.
Ten years ago: The House overwhelmingly approved a constitutional amendment to protect the American flag from desoing. _Lord Herbert
ecration.
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Miss America Pageant moving to CM1997T—
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.(API
— Miss America's goin' country.
The famous beauty pageant,
its future in doubt since ABC
dropped it last fall, has signed a
multiyear broadcast deal with
cable country music network
CMT,officials said Monday.
The pageant, traditionally
held in September or October,
won't crown its next winner
until January. And it may not
happen in Atlantic City, where
Miss America was born as a
Labor Day publicity stunt in
1921.
Pageant officials, who spent
months trying to find a new network after losing the ABC deal
last October, said no determination had been made whether it
would remain here.
Country Music Television,
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from "Empire," an epic six-hour summe
execushown in an undated photo. The series, from the
go,"
"Chica
g
winnin
Awardmy
tive producers of the Acade
ABC
the
on
t
tonigh
re
premie
ur
two-ho
l
will have a specia
series,
Television Network. The sweeping limited drama
s
focuse
Italy,
l
filmed entirely in Rome and South Centra
into
forced
is
who
on Julius Caesar's nephew, Octavius,
ced
exile after Caesar's murder, and a fictional disgra
him.
t
protec
to
sworn
has
gladiator, Tyrannus, who
" set
-Inconceivable," drew closer to part drama series "Rome,
fall.
the
in
on
B.C.,
52
in
man
ed
Tyrannus — a principl
"We were filming at exactly
and ex-slave who's ferocious in
same time," recalled Cake.
the
stunt
own
his
doing
by
battle —
meet up in Roman restau"We'd
rugby
work. The athletic actor, a
fan, worked out with a trainer rants to have a 'hands across the
comfor months prior to filming in Tiber (river)' evening to
pare notes on our productions."
Rome last year.
The joking suggestion was
"Getting a lump or bruise or
that he and a "Rome"
made
a
feel
you
cut on the hand makes
also
little bit less like the cosseted. actor whose character was
"just
should
sword
a
with
handy
if
are
you
that
actor
spoiled
very
you're doing a production where go at it to settle the whole
everybody's treating you nicely thing."
A tale of two soldiers who
Ogtigiumis Octavius' protector and
and asking if you want a cup of
involved in the sweep of
become
said.
he
mentor.
coffee,"
" is being posi"Rome
n
events,
America
given
The avoidance of
There was some risk
actors (one exception is Dennis that real swords were used in tioned by HBO as a potential
Haysbert of "24") was a deliber- close-ups to provide authentici- continuing series. Jonas would
ate bid to keep well-known faces ty. In a scene in which Tyrannus like to see the same for
out of the drama, Jonas said. He fights to free his son from kid- "Empire," and is ready if view
also figures British accents help nappers in an ancient and musty ers give it an arena-style
suggest an ancient and removed underground temple, a cut thumbs-up.
-There's closure in Episode
era.
quickly became infected and
but there are story lines that
we
6,
can
what
was
visit.
"The idea
required a hospital
do to ease our audience into
Besides positioning itself as a could launch right out in more
what's kind of a difficult buy, TV-sized blockbuster, "Empire" quests for power," he said. "It's
which is to traverse 2,000 seems to be aping the movies by not being tied up in a nice little
years," Jonas said.
beating a competitor to the ribbon."
Cake, who stars this fall in screen. HBO is bringing the 12drama
new
NBC's

based in Nashville, is owned by
media giant Viacom, which also
owns music channels MTV and
VH1.
VH I will air "supportive programming" leading up to the
pageant in hopes of drumming
up interest with viewers.
Financial terms of the deal
were not announced.
Pageant CEO Art McMaster
said the move would help give
the troubled pageant a boost in
promotion, helping viewers
know when the once-a-year special will air.
The pageant's Nielsen ratings
have been dropping for years,
with viewers growing tired of
baton twirlers, evening gowns
and canned speeches about
social causes. Last year's telecast drew a record-low 9.8 million viewers, prompting ABC —
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which had aired it since
to give up on it.
The move to cable represents
a comedown of sorts, but some
see it as a good marriage.
"It's a great alternative to a
national outlet," said former
CEO Leonard Horn."It's a good
cable network. If it's properly
promoted — and they certainly
have the ability, with MTV and
VHI — the millions of loyal
Miss America fans will watch
it.
McMaster, who unsuccessfully pitched other networks in
hopes of remaining on broadcast
television, said Miss America
would get more viewers if its
preliminary competitions —
three nights of talent, swimsuit
and evening wear — were aired,
giving people a chance to get to
know the contestants.
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Ancient Rome brought to TV
By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (API —
ABC is gambling that summer
viewers might enjoy a Roman
holiday, circa 40 B.C.
Movie theaters are dominated
by various kinds of blockbusters
at this time of year, "Empire'
executive producer Tony Jonas
figures, so maybe the same
approach will work on the small
screen.
"While the rest of television
is doing reality shows, you're
going to have this gigantic,
sumptuous epic that, hopefully,
comes into the American consciousness as feature films have
been doing for so long," Jonas
said.
ABC's ratings success also
for
scheduling
affected
"Empire." Enjoying a resurgence with newly minted hits
"Desperate
including
Housewives" and "Lost," the
network kept its regular-season
lineup intact.
A summer airing offered two
advantages, according to Quinn
Taylor, the network's senior vice
president for TV movies. The
National Basketball Association
finals on ABC create a strong
promotional base for the series,
he said.
And as one of the few pieces
of original drama on broadcast
TV this summer, "Empire" is
counterprogramming both to
reality shows and to cable's
good of fiction that includes
EIBO's "Six Feet Under."
• Billed as a six-hour limited
leries, "Empire" begins with the
assassination of Julius Caesar
and follows a dramatized version of the ascension of his
dephew and heir, the teenage
Octavius.
The series debuts with a twoflour episode at 9 p.m. EDT
knight followed by hourlong
episodes on four successive
Tuesdays at 10 p.m. EDT.
: Despite early media buzz that
bad its fate in jeopardy,
"!Empire" is a richly cinematic
and impressive production. A
solid ensemble of mostly British
actors is at ease in togas and carrying the weight of epic storytelling.
Among the cast: Cohn Feore
as Caesar; Santiago Cabrera as
Octavius; Vincent Regan as
Marc Antony and Emily Blunt
is Camane. Jonathan Cake plays
the pivotal and fictional character of Tyrannus, a gladiator who
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